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Wrather Hall Nominated
For National Register
Atty J. Granvi10 Clark of Russellville, a
descendant of George Rogers Clark, ad-
dressed the 200 members and guests of the
Jackson Purchase Historical Society at
their spring meeting at the Holiday Inn in
Mayfield Saturday night, April 12. His
informal talk was based on the Con-
tributions of the Early Settlers of the Land
Between the Lakes.
Introducing Clark is a "fine historian,"
Mrs. Corinne Whitehead, president of the
Society, said he -spearheaded the drive
that placed the buildings of the Shaker
Colony at Auburn, Ky., in public trust."
Mrs. Whitehead also conveyed greetings
from the Marquis de LaFayette who was
the winter speaker for the Historical group
at her home north of Benton._
On a motion by Dean Wilson Gantt, the
Jackson Purchase Historical Society voted
unanimously to petition Governor Carroll
to "aid in every way possible the establish-
ment of the Jackson Purchase Museum"
in Wrather Hall at Murray State
University.
The society was informed that Wrather
Hall had been nominated to the National
Register of Historic Places, where it is
hoped it will be admitted by the Secretary
of the Department of the Interior,
Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Eldred W. Melton, State Historic
Preservation Officer, Frankfort, Ky., has
informed Murray State University: "If
your property (Wrather Halls is approved
by the review staff in Washington and is
listed on the National Register, it
automatically becomes eligible for a *50
matching grant for restoration."
Clark, in his address, called attention to
the fact that the Jackson Purchase is
historically associated with Lyon,
Livingston, Trigg and other counties east
of the Tennessee River.
He briefly reviewed the lives and
achievements of William Kelly in
developing the "air boiling" process of
manufacturing steel from iron ore. Later
known as the Bessemer process, this
concept, he said has contributed greatly to
the entire industrial growth of the nation.
Other early settlers of the region
mentioned by the Russellville historian
Included the Lyons, Cobb and Gracey
—families. "The study of histery," Mr.
Clark said, "helps put events into their
proper perspective." Then he added,
Also, it's a lot of fun." -
Miss Margaret Heath, JPHS secretary,
told the group that the street on which she
lives in Benton, has been renamed "Joe
Creason Drive" in honor of the famed
Kentucky author and Courier-Journal
ataffer who died last year. On a motion by
Dr. Ray Mofield, the Jackson Purchase
Historical Society voted unanimously to
make a cash contribution US the Memorial
Fund honoring Mr. Creason, a native of
Dr. Hunter Hancock, long time member
of the Society, outlined plans for the an-
nual fall bus tour of the group. Members
present indicated a preference for the Bi-
Centennial trip to be made to the Central
Kentucky region.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president
emeritus of Murray State, will become
president of the Jackson Purchase
Historical Society July 1.
_litsbbacci Says VietlICIITI-Tragedies
Will Shock The American People
HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) — "We're
going to see some tragedies in South Viet-
nam in the next 10 days that will be shock-
ing to the American people," says Rep.
Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky.
Hubbard told a Kentucky postmasters'
convention during the weekend that
President Ford's request for nearly $1 bil-
lion in aid for South Vietnam was meant as
a "morale booster" to ensure that "6,000
Americans and 50,000 sympathetic Viet-
namese can be evacuated from Saigon.
"I'm sure the President's advisors are
aware that his urgent plea has no chance
of being approved," Hubbard said. He ad-
ded that he believes United States armed




Two Murray girls' were injtired in an
automobile accident in Arkansas early
Saturday morning and remain
hospitalized today in a Memphis hospital.
Karen and Jan Garrison were
hospitalized after the car in which they
were riding was involved in a wreck in
Crittenden County, Arkansas. Both are
listed in satisfactory condition at the
Baptist Hospital in Memphis.
Jan sustained a slight concussion and
cuts and bruises in the mishap, and Karen
received cuts and bruises. Karen is ex-
pected to be released today or tomorrow,
but Jan will have to stay for several days,
according to the girls' father, Junior
Garrison.
Details of the accident were not
available this morning, but Garrison said
the girls were visiting friends and were on
their way back to Murray when the ac-
cident occurred. Both girls were
passengers in the auto.
evacuations in Saigon.
"It is very possible that Congress will
have to authorize the armed forces to see
that Americans and some South Vietnam-
ese are safely lifted by air and sea," he
said: "Americans who have chosen-TO
remain in the capital city are in serious
danger."
The danger, he said, is not only from
Communist forces, but from South Viet-
namese "upset at the lack of continued
support from the United States."
Martha McKinney, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John McKinney of Murray, was
named as second runnerup in the Good.
Citizenship contest for the National
Society of the Daughters of the
American Revolution. She had placed
first in the district and state contests and
was presented an award and $100 bond
at the -Americanism luncheon" held at
the Kentucky DAR convention. The In-
diana entry was named as first in the
national contest. Miss McKinney, a
senior at Murray High School, was spon-
sored by the local Captain Wendell
Oury Chapter of the DAR.
15' Per Copy
CHARITY BALI. PtANNED — Mans for the 1975 Charity Ball, scheduled for May
24, were announced today. Mrs. Brenda Marquardt, right, chairman of this year's
Charity Ball and M/S. Peggy Williams, Murray-Calloway-County Comprehensive,.
Care Center clay caie teacher, are shown with some of the students at the cen-
ter. The center receives all proceeds from the annual Charity Ball, in its 11th year
this year.
Plans For 11th Annual
Charity Ball Announced
By JOY WALDROP
Get ready for the six C's — Calloway
County's Charity Ball for the Com-
prehensive Care Center. Plans are now
being laid for the 11th annual Charity Ball
which will take place on May 24, 1975.
This is the first of many articles to in-
form Calloway countians and Murrayans
of the Charity Ball and their Com-
prehensive Care Center. The many ser-
vices of the center will be reviewed as well
as the progress of the plans for this event.
Mrs. Gary Marquardt will serve as
chairman along with Mrs. A. W. Simmons
as co-chairman.
Since 1965, tickets, which are tax
deductible, have been sold to this event
and the money raised has been used to help
support the Calloway County-Murray
Comprehensive Care Center.
Mrs. Marquardt said, "I am very proud
to be a member of a community that
supports such a fine center in an all out
way.- In 11 years approximately $21,000
has been donated to the Center through the
efforts of the Charity Ball. "We urge all
our citizens to give their continued support
to this project," said Mrs. Marquardt.
Thie-yetu's ball will be held at the Harry
Lee Waterfield Student Union Building on
Saturday, May 24, from 9:00 p. m. till 1:00
a. m. Music will be provided by the Berle
Olswanger Orchestra and Stump Daddy.
The theme will be "The Great Gatsby."
Tickets will go on sale April 21. Cash
donations are also accepted and should be
Tickets will go on sale April 21. Cash
donations are also accepted and should be
directed to Mrs. Edward Overby, Camelot
Drive, Murray, phone 753-8973.
The fallowing people have agreed to
serve as committee chairmen.
Donations: Mrs. Edward Overby
Publicity: Mrs. Pete Waldrop
Tickets: Mrs. Tommy Alexander
Programs: Mrs. Ken Harrell
Patrons: Mrs. Richard Hudson, Mrs.
Joe Prince, Mrs. Walt Apperson
Decorations: Mrs. Tommy Chrisp
Table Decorations: Mrs. Ron
Christopher
Refreshments: Mrs. Donald Burke, Mrs.
Larry Contri
, •isservations: Mrs. Dick 
Cunningham
S 
Advertisements; Mrs. Torn McNeeley
'Treasurer! Mrs. Harold Hurt
New Coinage Aids
Calloway Countians
- Currently, the amount of paper xnertilt
a ton in Cilksw, -ay rot—m-ty most"
other parts of the country is less than
usual.
It is a reflection of the recession, say the
economists. People are concerned about
inflation and rising unemployment and are
not spending at their normal rate. The
result is that there is less money cir-
culating and recirculating.
The recent decision in Washington to cut
taxes by billions of dollars, leaving more
money available to consumers, is expected
to bring them back to the market place,










Sports 5 6 7
Comics, Crosswords 10
Classifieds 10,11
Deaths & Funerals 12
Researcher Says Kentucky, Tennessee
And Alabama More Likely For Tornadoes
CHICAGO (AP)—If a University of
. Chicago researcher and his two coworkers
are right, Kentucky, Tennessee and Ala-
bama are from three to five times more
likely to suffer major tornado damage this
year than states west of the Mississippi.
They say they have discovered a 45-year
cyclical pattern to the nation's most
severe tornados — a pie-slice-shaped
danger zone revolving slowly around a
point near Piggott, Ark.
Dr. T. Theodore Fujita says the new fin-
dings will help narrow down high tornado
risk areas in advance each year, although
weather scientists are still unable to
predict precisely when and where in-
dividual tornados will occur.
Fujta, who is:professor of leo sical
NITeTt7rThe Tyr- maga,
bases his findings on tornado records dat-
ing back to 1916, He says the findings will
enable residents and Ciell Defense
authorities in high-risk areas to better pre-
pare for killer tornados.
Weather records reveal that most severe
tornados have occurred in a more or less
elliptical area centered on northeastern
Arkansas. The ellipse extends northeast to
lower Michigan, southwest beyond the
southern tip of Texas, northwest into cen-
tral Kansas and into the Florida Panhan-
dle to the southeast.
Fujita and his colleagues found that
killer tornados tend to occur in only one
pie-shaped quadrant of the ellipse during a
given year. According to their findings, the
high-risk quadrant its constantly moving in
a clockwise directiOrit completing its cycle
every 45 years.
, Fujita said that his findings do not mean
!Pat .,t{fgUatfies.Cattpot °cow oatsicie
this high-risk quadrant, but that the chan-
ce of a disasterous twister within the
quadrant is from three to five times higher
than in the rest of the tornado zone.
Currently, the high-risk quadrant takes
in Kentucky, Tennessee and Alabama,
well as extreme southern Illinois,
southeastern Indiana, central and
southern Ohio, western West Virginia, nor-
thwestern Georgia, extreme western Flor-
ida and northeastern Mississippi.a
Fujita points out that Chicago was well
Within the high-risk quadrant in 1967 when
a tornado killed 31 persons and did an
estimated $20 million in property damage
in south suburban Oak Lawn. He said that
the high-risk quadrant will next sweep
over northern Illinois in about 2010.
Fujita says he and his colleagues com-
pleted their research only last month, and
that he will meet from Monday through
Thursday with civic and civil defense
leaders.
Cloudy and Cool
Cloudy and cool with rain ending tonight,
low in the low to upper 40s. Mostly cloud
and mild Tuesday, low in the 60s
Not only has there been a singer__
amount of paper money circulating In the
local area and elsewhere. There has also
been a severe shortage of coins
Storekeepers have had to scurry around to
keep enough change on hand for their day-
to-day business needs. _
-- That situation is rapidly being eased,
however. During the past year the U. S.
Mint went into high gear, producing more
than 11.6 billion new coins. It was the
greatest outpouring of coins in its history.
Calloway County's share of this output,
based on uniform distribution, is 1,620,000
coins or 54 per capita.
Per local resident there is now available
one new 50-cent piece, 3 quarter, 5 dimes,
4 nickels and 42 pennies. In addition, the
Mint turned out one one-dollar piece for
every three persons.
The face value of the 11.6 billion coins
Produced in the year is $541 million. That is
riot their intrinsic value, however, in terms
of metal content, since silver is no longer
used in their manufacture.
The cost of producing them was only six
per cent of their face value, it is estimated.
The resultant profit to the Government,
called seigniorage, was more than $500
million.
All totaled, according to the latest Mint
figures, there are over $8.3 billion in coins,
face value, spread across the country at
'resent.
Calloway County's quota, for its
Population, is about $1,185,000
As for the amount of paper money in
circulation, the Treasury Department
Places it at $68 billion, which is
Mathematically equal to $324 per person in
the United States.




The recall to work of approximately 70
furloughed employees at the Murray
Tappan plant on April 28 will raise total
employment at the plant to almost 600
employees.
-Our new spring promotional modle has
created the need for additional units from
this plant," plant manager Dave Dickson
said. "We are encouraged in that this
recall represents approximately 20 per
cent of those employees currently on
layoff."
"'Tappan made its first reduction of
employees in October of 1973 and followed
with a brief callback of some employees in
the early summer of 1974. In October of
1974, another major cutback was made
and has remained in effect until the —_
_ present.
"We have seen some signs of a few
bright spots in product and customer
categories which may indicate an early
turn-around in sales,- Dickson added.
The local Tappan plant currently has 509
employees and the recall will increase
total employment at the plant to 579.
Also on the local employment picture,
Roy Kain, manager of the Murray Fisher-
Price plant, said this morning that "things
look good here but buyers are still
cautious." Kain indicated that he felt the
local situation would see some im-
provement by mid-year.
Honor Concert To Be Held
Tuesday At Murray State
The President's Honor Concert, an
annual program that has become a
popular event at Murray State University
since it was introduced seven years ago,
will be held Tuesday evening, April 15.
Scheduled at 8:15 p. m. in Lovett
Auditorium, the concert will include
several numbers by The Wind Sinfonietta
and The Symphonic Band and feature Dr.
Arved M. Larsen, a 1942 honor graduate,
as the honored guest conductor for two
selections.
Paul W. Shahan, director of bands at
Murray State, will conduct the 38-piece
sinfonietta and the 59-piece band in the
other music on the program.
Initiated as a tribute to honorees "(or
their contributions to music and for their
positive influence on youth," according to
Shahan, the concert is open to the public at
no charge. 
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, university
president, will present a presidential
plaque of recognition to Larsen for his
dedication and contributions to music and
music education and for the credit he has
reflected on Murray State.
Larsen, chairman of the Department of
Music at Southern Connecticut State
College, New Haven, Conn., will conduct
the sinfonietta in the playing of
"_Chatham." rJared Spears and the band




WASHINGTON (AP) — About 20
. million Americans have little more
than a day to file their tax returns.
The deadline is midnight Tuesday.  
The Internal Revenue Service says
that as of the first week of April an
estimated 25 million persons had yet to
file their returns.
, For those who don't make the
deadline, the penalty is 5 per cent a
month on any taxes due with the
maximum penalty 25 per cent of any
1
* money unpaid.
Late filers can cut down their liability
If they owe money by sending in their
returns on time without the tax due.
Ibis way their penalty is 6 per cent a
year on the unpaid money, or five-
tenths of 1 per cent a month.
As long as the envelope on a return
carries an April 15 postmark, the return
will be considered to have met the
deadline, the IRS says.
Rebel Forces Punch Into
Edge Of Phnom Penh
SAIGON, South Vietnam (AP) — In-
stu-gent forces were reported to have en-
tered the western part of' Phnom Penh
today, and the' fall of the Cambodian
capital appeared imminent.
In South Vietnam, the embattled govern-
ment (-Untied damaging blows to North
Vietnamese and Viet Copg forces at Xuan
Lae and on other fighting fronts.
, K,yodo„ thelapanase.n.ews agencyt said
Is correspondent in Phnom Penh, a Cam-
bodian, reported the entry of Khmer
Rouge forces into the city. He said homes
in the western sector were on fire, and
residents were converging on the center of
pity "Allelttia:
Laudamus Te" by Alfred Reed and the
prelude to "Richard HI" by William
Walton, and the band will play the "King
Stephen" overture by Beethoven,
"Festival Centennial" by Francis McBeth,
and "Festival" by Clifton Williams, all
conducted by Shahan.
Larsen, widely known as a writer as well
as for his work in music education, has
been on the faculty at Southern Con-
necticut since 1951. His teaching ex-
perience also includes two years at
JactsorreMe I Ma.') State ihitIr.ty swot
two years as a music supervisor in the




-- - ---Nodfication has been received-from the
State chairman of High School Auditions,
one of the activities of the Kentucky Music
Teachers Association, that Anne Gregory,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Gregory of
Murray, was selected the winner of the
KMTA-sponsored Piano Contest-Festival
held on the Murray State Campus on
March 15.
As regional winner, she will represent
this area in the state-level competition
which will be part of the program of the
KMTA State Convention next November in
Lexington. Those entering the regional
contest must play from memory one
the city.
The report also said a Cambodian air
force T28 fighter-bomber dropped two
bombs an the military command
headquarters about noon Aind flew away to
the east. The report contained no further
details, but an Associated Press dispatch
from Phnom Penh confirmed the attack
and said the plane apparently was flown
by,mair ram ,1441. t who had detected.
An earlier AP dispatch said the .Com-
munist-led insurgents were driving on
Phnom Penh from east and west, and thou-
sands of terrified civilians and deserting
soldiers were flocking into the city.
Anne Gregory
selection by a Baroque composer and one
other selection of their choice and take a
written examination in music theory.
Miss Gregory, a sophomore at Murray
High School has been studying piano since
she was eight. She has received a superior
rating each of the three years that she has
entered the KMTA Festival and was first
runner-up in the piano contest sponsored
by the Murray Woman's Club in 1974. At
Murray High School, she plays piano in the
Stage Band and clarinet in the Symphonic
Band, and she was selected for the All-
District Band. Art honor roll student at
Murray High, Anne is a member of the
Student Council, on the staff of the Bieck
and Gold, and a member of F.H.A.
The Kentucky Music Teachers
Association competition will include the
winner from mirk of the seeetri*Off tbnOrtin
will perform a prescribed program, take a
theory examination, and prepare a
required concerto. Runner-up in the
Murray regional Festival was Vicki
Walker of Madisonville
.1 •
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_ ---- FOR TUESDAY, APRIL 15, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
a'. to the stars.
ARIES 
erer4Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Forethought must be day's
; watchword. Make no important
' decisions and sign no agree-
ments without careful delib-
eration. Some misleading in-
fluences.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to Ma.)- dew,
By going along with your
associates, you can further your
own plans as well. It's a day
when teamwork will pay
satisfying dividends.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) n°1061-
A time for definitely
clarifying your objectives. Get
together with those who share
your interests -and, between 
you, work out a clear and
concise program of action. -





L : which could upset associates.
7R.
activities more adroitly. Don't
deviate from a pre-planned
schedule for no good reason.
SCORPIO rn,eltp
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
This should be a stimulating
day, but there are two ad-
monitions: Don't take on more
than is reasonable and don't
scatter energies - both ten-
dencies now.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
. LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
You may have to make some
concessions in a business
• matter, but the end results will
• be worthwhile. Expect some
• good news in the p.m.
VIRGO wp -(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
How you relate to others will
; be especially meaningful now.
▪ Be particularly alert in com-
munication with those who are
important to your interests.
LIBRA
t Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Slow down to gather forces
more compactly, to conduct 
ARV
Small things may try your
patience, but you have the will
power to overcome aggra-
vation. Use it! Keep your mind
clear so you can act properly at
strategic moments.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ld
Some unexpected situations
possible, so be alert. Take time
to think over all the angles;
then, in your usual competent
manner, set out to correct
what's undesirable.
AQUARIUS
iJan. 21 to Feb. 15)
An immediate follow-up on
certain plans and projects
recently begun will be im-
portant now, since you have the
"go" sign in all endeavors.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XQ'
Get facts and figures straight
before attempting new un-
dertakings. Don't stretch your
budget too far, -but -sio-not
hesitate to spend a bit in a truly
sound venture.
YOU BORN TODAY, in-
tensely active and energetic,
are a born progressive, with a
verstility that fits you for
success in many fields, notably:
art, literature, the law, business
management, invention and the
theater. You tend to be
emotional, overly aggressive at
times, and stubborn; too.




Great For Group Bible Studies
"The Laws of Prosperity"
by Ken Copeland
The revelation of spiritual laws from the Bible that govern
prosperity
Reg. $2.25 Sale Price $1.80
Get These Books While Supply Lasts
One Day At A Time Slfil Now In Stock
Sale Price $236
The Christian Book Center
808 Chestnut Phone 753-0425
PLAN INCLUDES:
Spacious bedroom • Color TV
18-hciles Golf Daily
On one of 6 courses
3 golf balls--choice of brand
3 Breakfasts • 3 Dinners • Enjoy steak.








per person dbl. occupancy
$21 00 daily after three nights
from Sept Ito May 30
Arrangements available for
3rd person sharing room
Does not include tax
or gratuity
neposit policy-425 00
U. S. HIGHWAY 90 AT OAKMONT PLACE











Carol Lynn Sellers Is Honored At Shower
Miss Carol Lynn Sellers, April
19th bride-elect of Dennis B.
Burkeen, was the honoree at a
delightfully planned bridal
shower held on Sunday, April 6,
at two p. m. at the Community
Room of the Murray Federal
Savings and Loan building.
The hostesses for the occasion




Burkeen, C. W. Outland, and
Euple Thompson.
i'he honoree chose to wear for
the occasion a lime green two
piece dress and was presented a
hostesses' gift corsage of yellow
carnations. Her mother, Mrs
Bernice Sellers of Ripley,
Tenn., and her mother-in-law to
be, Mrs. J. B. Burkeen, were
presented hostesses' gift cor-
sages of white carnations.
Also present from Ripley.
Tenn., were her sisters, Mrs
Charles Simpson and Miss
Sharon Sellers, her sister-in-
law, Mrs. James Sellers, and
iMININIMM.11• • se
%LI;
Mcire- on -eiders Who
Put Their Feet in Their
Mouths
By Abigail Van Buren
•16
DEAR ADBY: Thank God someone wrote in to say she
lad had it with clods who alwaya ask handicapped People.
"What happened to you?"
I am engaged to a handsome, 24-year-old man who lost
his left hip and leg to cancer surgery. He wears a prothesis,
but it doesn't function like a real leg, and he must also use
crutches and has a lot of difficulty getting around.
It never fails, no matter where we go. Some idiot will
come up to him and ask, "What happened to you?"
When he tells them, they reply that they know about a
dozen people who had the same thing and most of them just
died from it. This is the God's truth. We have gone to
restaurants and have had drunks come up and fall all over
us slobbering and crying about what a pity it is to see such d
good-looking young man in such terrible shape.
Believe me, we have taken to staying home lately rather
than tei go out and run into:auch stupid numbskulls.
Please ask parents to teach their children to be a little
more considerate of handicapped people. They've sufferee
enough.
ALSO HAD IT WITH CLODS
DEAR ABBY: The annual "POOR ME" award should
go to "Had it with Clods." She tar he) wrote, "The next
time you see a handicapped person, don't ask, `Wpat
happened to your legs? What happened to your arm? Wat
happened to your face?' Just keep your mouth shut, d
leave us alone!"
"Had it" appears to be suffering frain----•
more serious than physical. An emotional one.
Unfortunately the "leave us alone attitude" is epdy
what the physically handicapped do not need. They need
more attention when it comes to building de$Igns,
education, employment, medical assistance and hoe:sing.
The tendency to divorce the physically disabled frorr the
mainstream of life is one of their biggest problems.
I am an active, 50-year-old, single paraplegic, and I sure
as hell don't want to-be left alone. I want to live, learn. sork
and play. And I enjoy flirting with the opposite sex ju-t as
any other redheaded, healthy grandmother would-I just
do it from a fast-rolling wheelchair.
PEGGY BENDRICK: RICHMOND VA.
DEAR ABBY: I have the perfect solution to the "clod"
who asks, "How did you lose your leg' '
Simply say„-'4 will tell you if your promise that you will
not ask another question about it."
When the "clod" promises, reply, "It was bitten off.
Now-no more questions from you!"
WINTER HAVEN, FLA.
DEAR ABBY:-Can you stand one more "clod" letter't
I have a friend who has one leg and a marvelous sense of
humor. Someone once asked, "Chum, how did you lose your
leg?" He replied, "I didn't lose it. I know where it is!"
OAK PARK, ILLINOIS
DEAR ABBY: This is in response to "had it with
Clods," the handicapped person who resented being asked
about his (or her) handicap.
I, too, have a handicap that shows . . .arms, legs, face
But unlike "Had it," I am not resentful if strangers inquire.
My handicap is part of me, although admittedly,
probably the least important part of all. But if someone is
sufficiently interested to ask, why shouldn't I answer
politely and calmly? To pretend that the handicap doesn't
'exist, and to expect others to, is unrealistic.
In the case of people who ask maliciously, r thra res
even more important to answer them calmly and kindly.They obviously need to be shown an example of gracious
behavior.
LIKES PEOPLE IN PORTLAND
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No, 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
- For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know." send $1 to Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky Dr.,





her aunt, Mrs. Don Ammons.
The bride-elect, assisted by
the groom-elect's sister, Miss
Patsy Burkeen, Mrs. Dale
Arnold; and Mrs. Mohler,
opened gifts which had been
placed on white covered tables
with yellow streamers running
from the corners to the white
wedding bell at the ceiling. The
corners were decorated with
yellow bows.
Refreshments of green punch,
individual white decorated
cakes, nuts, and mints were
served at the table overlaid with
a white linen cloth edged in lace
and centered with a white
ceramic cupid container
holding artificial painted fruit
flanked by yellow candles in
white holders. Crystal and
silver appointments were used.
The guests signed the register
book with a plume feather pin at
the table overlaid with a white
cloth and centered with a
special candle arrangement.
Mrs. Tax Lamb was the winner
of the garne_prizi,
About ... Persons were
present for die occasion.
Another courtesy extended to
the bride-elect was a bridal
shower held on Sunday, March
23, at two p. m. at the home of
her aunt, Mrs. Don Ammons at
Ripley, Term.
Hostesses for the occasion
were her sister, Mrs. Charles
Simpson, her sister-in-law, Mrs.
James Sellers, and her aunt,
Mrs. Amnions.
For the occasion the bride-
elect wore an orange and white
dress and was presented a
corsage of white carnations.
She opened her many gifts for
the guests to view.
Refreshments of snowball
cake, nuts, and punch were
served to about thirty persons
present including close friends
and members of her family
there, and the groom-elect's
mother Mrs. J. B. Burkeen,
and sister, Miss Patsy Burkeen,
of Murray.
Bridge Session Will
Be At Oaks Club
Kathryn Outland will be
hostess for the regular session
of bridge to be held Wednesday,
April 16, at 9.30 a. m. by the
women of the Oaks Country
Club.
Reservations should be made
by Tuesday noon by calling
Mrs Outland at 753-3079.
Winners from last week were
Ruth Brandon, high, Earleen
Zook, second high, and Rowena
Emerson, third high, according
to the hostess, Doris Rose.
Ruth Wilson Circle
Plans Tuesday Meet
The Ruth Wilson Circle of the
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church will have an
all day meeting on Tuesday,
April 15, at ten a. m. at the
church with .Mrs. Lee Lassiter
presenting the lesson on
"Jonah."
A potluck luncheon will be
served at noon with the ladies of
the Martin's Chapel Church as
guests.
• • •
Better Boy  
After years of research, plant breeders have developed Better Bo
a tomato that is three ways better: resistant to verticillium, fusarium,
and nematodes (VFN), the three main causes of blight in tomato_plants.
Since it's also an F, Hybrid, it gives you, more fruit, tastier fruit, over
a longer period of time. Try it and you'll never go back to ordinary
tomatoes again.
It's planting time! Plant the hybrid—plant Better Boy.
V& GARDEN CENTER
Open 8 to 6
7534944
When you buy beef that
carries the USDA grade
shield, you're assured of the
quality-and each grade indi-
cates a particular level of
quality, according to UK
Extension foods specialists.
U.S. Prime is the ultimate in
tenderness, juiciness and
flavor. It has abundant flecks
of fat within the lean, called
marbling. U.S. Choice beef
has slightly less marbling than
Prime but is still of very high
quality -more Choice beef is
produced than any other
grade. U.S Good grade beef
is relatively tender but lacks
some of the juiciness and
flavor of Prime or Choice;
this grade often pleases
thrifty shoppers because it is





Spring Creek Baptist Young
Women will meet at the church
at seven p.m.
Suburban Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Robert Hendon at seven p.m.
Note change in place.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist Church
Women will meet in the youth
room of the church at seven
p m.
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at the
club house at 7:30 p.m. with
Mesdames James Boone,
Robert Buckingham, Larry
Contri, A. II. Crass, .Bailey
Gore, Jolut—fleE, tifid Ken
Harrell as hostesses.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Mental Health Center at 7:30
p.m.
Alatten will meet at the AA




Group I of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. Woven Hutson at
ten a.m. with the program by
Mrs. Fred Wells.
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church will meet at ten a.m. at
the church. A potluck luncheon
will be at noon with the ladies of
Martin's Chapel Church as
guests.
Palestine United Methodist
Church Women will meet at ten
a.m, at the church.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for Senior Citizens with a
sack lunch at noon and table
games at 1:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church WMU
Council will meet at 9:30 a.m, at
the home of Mrs. Ronald
Churchill.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls




Meet At Glover Home
The Executive Committee of
Murray-Calloway County
Church Women United met
Tuesday in the home of Mrs. W.
--14d Glover, president.- -- —
The By-Laws were rend by
the Secretary, Mrs. J. B.
Wilson, and the following
committee appointed for their
review and revision for up-
dating: Mesdames Corbit
Farless, Nix Crawford and
Alfred Lindsey, Jr.
An outline of preliminary
planning for the annual
celebration of May Fellowship
Day was presented and ap-
proved. Mrs. Ben Dyer is May
Fellowship Day Chairman. The.--
date is May 2, the first Friday in
NCH
MO N DAY. TUR+60111 • WE ONESDAY
J1 AM TO PIS
2 pc. Chicken• Hot Roll
Mashed Potatoes 4 Gravy
 4








Let es mime psi.
Mrs. Kathryn Outland
Phone 7S3-31179
IN Ont fags MUM as lira
May, the time 10:30 a. m.
Plans for May Fellowship
Day include a panel discussion
of human needs in the com-
munity and a potluck fellowship
luncheon. First Presbyterian is
the host church.
Tuesday, April 15
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club will present
Prof. John C. Winter in an organ
concert at 7:30 p.m. at the
Farrell Recital Hall, MSU.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at seven p.m. at the Health
Center.
Murray Bird Club will meet at




Club will meet with Mrs. Wayne
Hardie at 1:30 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will meet at
one p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Raymond Story.
Murray Headstart pre-
registration for children with
1970-71 birthdays will be from
eight a. m. to twelve noon at the


































You duplicate nature's own method of building soil fertility
with a Gilson tiller. Here's why: Gilson's perfect slicing
and blending action mixes up soil and organic matter
thoroughly . . . forms a loose, aerated seedbed. As a result,
plant roots penetrate and reach out easily; moisture is
absorbed more readily; decomposition of soil minerals and
organic waste takes place quicker. Your garden gets offto a faster start and flowers and vegetables grow bigger
than ever before. Gilson tillers feature extra heavy con-
struction, guaranteed tines (repaced free if ever broken),cast iron gear case, adjustable tilling widths. 3v2 to 8 hp.
See us for a demonstration in your own garden.
Seaford's Lawn & Garden
Hwy. 80 West of Hardin, Ky.
Pli. 437-4456
Gilson Tiller with Briggs & Stratton Engine 175 Tillers in
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Bub and Julia Coleman Parker
and son, Al Parker, may have,
with the building on the hillside
past Mt. 1 Church of the
huge, red KentuckyLake Music
Barn, started some en-
tertainment which could one
day, be as famous as the Grand
Ole Opry House in Nashville,
Term.
Each Satruday evening
crowds attend the live stage
show there, and last Sunday
many, including Murray's
Senior Citizens Group, attended
the first Sunday afternoon
gospel singing in that building.
We were among those who
enjoyed the singing of the
Happy Life Quartet from
Benton, the Kings Sons from
Concord, the Pleasant Grove
Singers from Princeton, and the
extra treat added by music by
Jim and Jan Allbritten and Al
Parker on Sunday.
Another couple from Good
Shepherd Church, Joe
Lassiter's son, Lynn and wife,
leave this week for several days
in Hawaii.
Raymond Fielder's son,
Robert of Michigan, attended
church with his father, his
sister, Mrs. Alice Knight, and
her son and wife, the Steve
Knights, Sunday. It's good to
see three generations in the
same church pew.
Our sympathy is always with
the sick, the George Lassiter'
the Gaylon Baileys, Leslie
Pittmans, and countless others
hospitalized so long.
We wonder what business will
be replacing the custom iikade
trailer service in Floyd Mc-
Clure's big garage which will be
vacated L,n Concord this month.
That garage with its ample
Parking space- has been of great
benefit to the community
Passers by. Now that spring will
increase traffic, we hope that
the garage can still serve in
some capacity.
FAMOUS MAKER
towels, sheets, bedspreads, pillows, draperies, drapery hardware,








Dan Riv- erg No Iron
SHEETS,STIEETS
SHEETS!
Blend of 50% Fortrel Polyester, 50% Cotton.
Full flat/Full fitted 3.39
Standard Cases (pkg. of 2) 2.29
TWIN FLAT/ TWIN FITTED ON-SALE
King & Queen sizes available. Hurry! While quantities last!
Better bath towels in assorted styles.
Giant size bath towels at great values.
SELECTED SECONDS!
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A. Full generous hems and pleats on these cool in
summer and warm in winter insulated draperies. Come
and see our complete line of drapery hardware!
1-GT 14 4111/110" W 72-/71" W 0111,11..1111"/100" 01111..•11LF.1110" Tit. 144"j1110"
45" — 9.97 — — —
54" 3.97 11.97 15.97 — —
63" 5.97 12.97 17.97 17.97 19.97
'94' 6.97 13.97 19.97 _..,' 19.97 7 23.97
, B. Dacron Sheer Panels 1.44




28" x 48" with Brackets
Fully, quilted
()SPREADS-
C. Do some colorful decorating with this fully quilted
floral bedspread. Assorted prints availablein -Twin, Full,
and Queen sizes. Unbelievable savings on these made to
sell for lot more bedspread!




Style No. 6099,24" Cafe Curtains 
2 3
Selected irregulars made to sell for 2.99 a set.




Full 3.99 ON SALE 3.33
Queen 4.99 ON SALE 4.44
King 6.99 ON SALE 6.66
TWIN 2.99 ON SALE
NEW! MOST POPULAR FASHION FABRIC
AT A LOW, LOW PRICE!
POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS
Fantastic selection of cool idinates and go together knits! Solids,
florets, checks, plaids, jacquards, novelties, geometries, gabardines,
crepestitches, fancies, and many more looks. Assorted weights for
pants, menswear, dresses, skirts and suits. Perfect for Leisure looks
and "Big" Skirts and Dresses! This is 100% polyester, 60" wide,
and machine washable.
SPECIAL PRICED DOUBLE KNITS
Many looks to choose from in this 100% polyester double knit group!
60" wide in assorted colors, patterns, stitiches and designs
Values 2.99/399 yd 
HOURS:
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
10 o. m. to 6 p. m.
SATURDAY V) o. m. to 5:30-p. m.
••••••••.•••• • .41, r ss
The Murray Ledger & Times
_
It alter-L. 'Apperson, prrbfis-her i u h.dfl111 11H I) If • 11'1 1?•,. -RCu 1
Editorials oaf iId..Ni Poo aro prorated far
the purpose oir prodding a fora far lbo arse unhinge al
'pinions. Letters to the editor is response to editorial, l
upinionated articles are encouraged.
The editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to bout
upiruoriated articles to only those which primate' the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with an ethlatiaistathior
the ideas presented by an individual writer in a coliamt, to rowel
with their feelings on the particular tssue being discussed.
OPINI N PAGE




HEARTLINE is a service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions-fast. Call Monday through
Friday from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. or write
HEARTLINE, 8514 North Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio, 45415. Remember HEAR-
TLINE pays for all calls on its toll-free
number.
1-800-543-2450
Heartline: I will receive close to
$4,000.00 in back sick pay, going back to
1967. Will this count against the $2520.00
allowed under social security?
Answer: No, sick pay from past years
through a company plan would not count
against your allowable $2520.00.
Heartline: Will the new pension law
make my company pay me more? I'm only
getting $42.00 per month.-W.O.
Answer: No, the new law witiChgoef! into
effect January 1, 1975 sets no minimum
amount.
Heartline: My husband is going to be
admitted to a VA hospital, will they reduce
our pension because of that?-R.O.
Answer: No, not if you were residing in
same household before admittance to
hospital.
Heartline: I am moving to Hawaii. Is
Heartline there also?-M.S.
Answer: Our phone service is only in the
48 continental United States. However, yeti-
can write us anytime.
Heartline: Will Medicare pay for insulin






By S. C. Van Curon
By S. C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT-The Good Samaritan
image that the Tennessee Valley Authority
carried for four decades has suddenly been,
transformed into a Scrooge.
The recently allowed fuel adjustment
charge has almost doubled rates in some
areas and customers are up in arms. In-
censed by the big increase in costs,-
citizens of the TVA area recently formed a._
coalition of organizations known as the
Tennessee Valley Citizens Association.
This, coupled with the TVA's offer to buy
out Peabody Coal Corp., is putting the
public agency in a bad public relations
spot.
The Tennessee Valley Citizens
Association is composed of groups from
Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama and
Georgia.
Al a recent meeting in Nashville, Dr.
F.lavitrWilson of Vanderbilt Univerdty'was
elected chairman. Dr. Wilson said public
opposition is growing to TVA's huge
electric rate increases and the en-
vironmental impact of an agency that
authorizes its own projects.
Dr. Wilson said TVA has come to Play, a
"destructive role in the region with._a
largely negative impact on the land, its
people and its healthy development.-
. He apparently was referring to the large
areas of coal land TVA is indirectly in-
volved in being stripped for coal to fire the
agency's large chain of steam generating
electric plants.
• He went on to say that TVA is presently
enaccountable to the public, the public
service commissions or the states it ser-
tes.
In defense of TVA, the agency was the -
area peoples' savior for years when the
rates were exceedingly low because of the
subsidies the U. S. taxpayers provided.
Dr. Wilson characterized the
organization meeting as a "call to arms,"
and said, "it's time for the people of the
Tennessee Valley to act to correct the
situation. Our intent is not to destroy TVA
but to save it from itself."
The immediate goals set out for the
organization are to ask the General Ac-
counting office for an investigation into the
abuses by TVA of electric rates, land use,
nuclear and coal and amendments to
change the TVA art. Some of the recom-
mended changes would include the ap-
pointment and selection of TVA board
members, plus mandatory jury trials in
— .
the matter of land acquistion and con-
demnations. They also want an annual
audit of TVA by the General Accounting
office with a public report assuring ac-
countability to the people of the valley and
the United States Congress.
Sortie critics claim that TVA has become
one of the worst environmental offenders
in the nation in its energy policies. The
rural electric cooperatives which it
brought into being are now bearing the
brunt of the consumer attack. Presently
the Consumer Protection Division of the
Attorney General's Office in Frankfort is
opposing huge rate increases requested by
seven of the rural electric cooperatives.
In several areas the RECC rates are
higher than rates imposed by adjacent
Investor-owned utility companies. And
no relief in sight if coal prices
continue to rise for the fuel adjustment
rate inerease is automatic finder present
regulations.
TVA's proposal to purchase Peabody
Coal Co., coupled with the agency's
proposal to strip mine areas in Daniel
Boone Forest has led to a Senate Public
Works Committee hearing beginning April
30.
--Tiffeirte reach Dr. Wilson-alitanderbilt
and his home on two successive occasions
last week. The university reported he is on
a month's vacation.
However, one person who is a member of
the organization said the group is making
an effort to get permission for represen-
tatives to appear at the hearing.
The federal government, under anti-
trust laws, filed suit against Kennecott
Copper Co., parent organization of
-Peabody, requesting that Peabody divest
Itself of its coal branch.
Here we have one arm of government
trying to break up a conglomerate while
another creature of government is waiting
in the wings to snatch it up and take it off
the tax rolls.
Only last week Peabody said its vast
coal holdings in Henderson County are for
sale, and the first news story misin-
terpreted this to mean Peabody wanted to
sell the mineral rights outright. However,
a company official corrected this by
saying the coal is for sale, but the company
will mine the coal. He said it would be
foolish for Peabody to open expensive deep
mines in Western Kentucky without a long-
term contract for coal from the mine or
mines.
In the early ye/tea-dr-this century; thar•--
late W. W. Ball, a renowned Southern
newspaper editor, coined the term "the
office-holding industry." By this, of
course, he meant entrenched politicians.
Today, the office-holding industry is
flourishing as never before. The politicians
are the gainers, the people the losers. This
"industry," which Mr. Ralph Nader never
complains about, is consuming the
inherited capital of several generations of -_
_41tler.t.C.a...r1,1.... The. tragedy is t4et the
American people don't see the necessity of
reducing the size of this costly ̀ Industry."-- -
In a brilliant article in the March 28
issue of National Review, economics
historian John Chamberlain put his finger
on the failure of national politicians-the
-office-holding industry"-to respond to
challenges facing the nation. He pointed
out that "Since congressional membership
runs to lawyers, not to entrepreneurs, it
lacks any sense-. of industrial ad-
venturousness."
Yet it is industrial adventurousness
which produced the wealth of America in
the past and on which the good life in the
future depends. Some years ago, Mr.
Chamberlain described the working of the
inventive, building spirit in his book The
Enterprising Americans.
Tragically, our government today is
either disinterested in enterprise or ac-
tually fights it.
As Mr. Chamberlain notes, scant at-
tention is paid in government to op-
portunities for developing new fuels from
grain or wood alcohol, though the




United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: 'OFFICE-HOLDING INDUSTRY' HARRIGAN
indtnery" is expancting the federal empire.
It is tightening the federal grip over the
medical profession and higher education.
Small hospitals, for example, are engulfed
in masses of federal paperwork which they
are compelled to complete.
The "office-holding industry" has
succeeded brilliantly in making govern.
ment work high pay employment. In many
lines of work, government pay exceeds the
average paid by private business. Human
Events recently reported that in 1973 the
average federal worker made $12,984. "In
contrast," the magazine noted, "the
average wage paid in the private sector
was only $8,900."
Americans are increasingly mindful of
the high cost of government at every level.
But they have yet to realize that the high
cost of government is the principal cause
of the inflation which is responsible for the
current recession. They have yet to un-
derstand the full dimensions of the burden
a swollen government establishment
places on the backs of the taxpayers.
Americans need to study the un-
controlled expansion of government ac-
tivities and costs and the parisitic
character of bureaucratic government in
our society. Government is bent on
throttling the energies of the American
people, at a time when those energies must
be released. Hopefully, however, the in-
dustrial and business adventurousness of
Anierica.will finally break through and
overcome the ignorance and opposition
represented by the "office-holding in.
dustry."
enormous. Congressional hostility Ur -
enterprise is manifested in innumerable--
ways these days, most recently in the
junking of the oil depletion allowance
which may end or seriously curb in-
vestment in exploration for oil and gas
offshore. The result, in this case, un-
doubtedly will be federal exploration, a
step toward socialist control of the oil.
industry.
Industry also is interested in ob
oil from oil shale by using nuclea
methods, but the anti-technology elernencs
in and out'Of the federal government opt
pose innovation in this area.
At the state level, the "office-holdita
industry" often is just as bad. In Vermont.
for example, the legislature recently
passed a bill forbidding new nuclear power
plants without express legislative ap-
proval. In New York State, Gov. Carey has
said he won't permit new nuclear plants
In this manner the know-nothing, anti-
technology mood is evidenced by state
officeholders. The sufferers will be the
people who will be denied the benefits of
the advanced technology for which
America long has been famous.
It isn't hard to understand why the
'office-holding industry*' isn't interested
in industrial or business adventurousness.
Power and influence are derived from
increasing the size of governmentr.-4 r'iew
federal oil and gas corporation would
mean countless jobs to fill, huge op-
portunities for political patronage. As the
federal establishment grows, Congress
insists on more facilities, bigger staffs
and, to be sure, larger salaries, for
oversight of government operations.
There is much that could be done in
government that is constructive, but it
won't be done because it involves
dismantling the establishment. For
example, the antiquated, costly Post
Office system could be largely turned over
to private competitors. The United Parcel
Service, for instance, has already shown
the vast superiority of private enterprise
over slowpoke federal Parcel Post.
Yet year by year, the "office-holding
Lers Stay Well
Oral Contraceptives And Strokes
By F.J.L. Blasingame, M.D.
The use of the Pill increases smoking interacts to increase
the risk of stroke in young the risk is not known. While non- stroke from oral contraceptives,
women. smokers who used the Pill had a especially in the above catego-
This conclusion, based on a na- risk factor of one case in 10.000 ries. the researchers quest. ion
tion-wide study of almost 1.300 women, the risk factor in these whether pregnancy and the
worrken, was reported in a recent who used the Pill and smoked postpartum state are associated
issue of the Journal of the Amer- one or more packages of with even higher rates of stroke,
lean Medical Association by the cigarettes per day was up to six a subject that needs further
Collaborative Group .for the to seven cases in 10.000 women. study.
Study of Stroke in Young Further, the Collaborative if so," the group notes, "then
Women. Group studied the relationship orarcontraceptives, by prevent-
High blixxl pressure is a risk between the use of the Pill and trig pregnancy, may thus lessen
factor in stroke among women, the risk of stroke in women who the occurrence of stroke."
and the risk is higher if they take have migraine or a history of - - -
the Pill. The group concluded, headache asaociated with taking Q. Mrs. A.P. asks if it is true
"We believe oral contraceptives oral contraceptives. The that a senile pa tient may be
should not be used by women researchers found that the helped by being placed in a
with any 'degree of 'high blood danger of stroke was increased. chamber and given • extra ox-
presure." As a result, they stated, "Oral ygen to breathe.
Also, Keam, cigarette smoking contraceptives should probably A. Many senile patients benefit
In those taking the Pill net he used by women willt-minTet*IiVing extra oxygen in a
0--Izif,14060-44kerwIaegr.:
stroke The authors suggested, migraine,-nor oy women whase7 its vary. Some patients who.
"The cautious, use of oral con- headache symptoms are aggra, . have log mental contact with
traceptives by heavy smokers vated by the use of these: the world recognize mends and
seems well advead " How heavy medications. relatives and become coopera-
Even with the increase in
•IMMENNN
BLASINGAME
tive, even returning in some
cases to reading and writing.
The reason for this improvement
is not clear, but it may last for
weeks. Of course, aging is
progressive, and senile behavior
usually returns.
Q. Mrs. IS. says that their son
will soon by 15 and wants to
know when he should be
switched from his pediatrician
to a physician who cares for
adults.
A. No specific cut-off time ex-
ists or is appropriate to switch a
youngster from his pediatncian
bother physician. Sometimes
the pediatrician will make the
suggestion. Occasionally, the
youngster will object-to his being'
. Tr-ATM-by a ."baby doctor." ria
.physician relationship is
satisfactory to both of thepa .it
can be continued even up ow
completion of high'schriol.
Bible Thought
Jesus said unto them, Verily,
verily, I say unto you, Before Abra-
ham was, I am. John 8:58.





It's DOW safe to tell you that you could
have had a live bear for Christmas. A debt-
ridden wildlife park not far from Glasgow
was selling 30 live grizzlies and
stiroulayans, _The_ Loch Lomond Wildlife
Park went into liquidation with debts of $1
million and assets of $417,000. Owner
Patrick Telfer-Smollett said the park had
been hit by bad weather, low attendance
and high taxes in the two years it had been
in operation so he was selling off the
animals to meet his debts.
Salt Lake City - Workers in the main
post office here had some hopping bugs to
contend with - crickets. About 50 to 100 of
some 1,000 of the insects shipped from
Louisiana to become food for birds and
reptiles at Salt. Lake atrailogle Zoo got
loose. ( Desert News) _
Atlanta, Ga. - A mysterious force that
had been knocking out sensitive phone
equipment at an airline's ticket counter in
a hotel lobby turned out to be drunken
birds. Ticket agents were often cut off
three or four times in the course of a single
phone conversation. It puzzled them a lot,
but finally agent, Susan Gavalis, noticed
that the phone trouble coincided with the
excited shrieks of birds in the lobby's
cocktail lounge, It was found that the
bird's calls were on the same frequency as
the one that instructed the computing
equipment to disconnect the line. The
reason the birds, two scarlet macaws and
two Mexican yellow Amazon parrots make
so much noise is that they are constantly
drunk, a hotel spokeswoman said. She said
people in the cocktail lounge feed them
cherries and fruits fern their drinks.
(Atlanta Constitution)
I 'II 'II I/ i `• A e
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Edwin Sholar, College High School
senior, has been granted a scholarship by
Vanderbilt University for 1965-66. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Sholar.
Deaths reported include Charles Cavitt,
age eight, hit by a car, Roy England, age
58, Miss Lulu Smith, age 87, Asa Wilson
Simmons,...agg 94, #xtE James, age
75.
Miss Julia Fay Boyd and Larry E. Cain
were married April I at the North Pleasant
Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Harrell A. Broach an-
nounce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Sharlyn Kay,
to James Leslie Erwin, son of Mr and
Mrs. James Warren Erwin.
Don Overbey, Murray attorney, was
speaker at the meeting of the Tappan
Wives Club held at Triangle Inn.
"Property Rights and the Housewife" WBB
the subject of his talk.
20 Years Ago
The Kentucky Lake National Coon Dog
Field Trial will be held April 16 and 17 on
the Guy Downs property at Old Vancleave
School. Paul Bailey Is the sponsor. _
Deaths reported are R. A. (Bob) King,
age 88, and George A. Atkins, age 93.
New officers of the Murray High School
PTA are Mrs. J. B. Wilson, Mrs. C. M.
Baker, Mrs. Grayson McClure, and Mrs.
Gail C,ordrey.
Wesley Kemper of Murray State College
spoke on "How To Care For and Treat
Damaged Shrubbery and Roses" at the
meeting of the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Ray of Delaware are
visiting their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Ray and Mrs. Roy Weatherly.
The Murray Ledger titffiznes _
ilt;rraN •Ledger ct noses is pubilsWeid every
afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Christmas
Day. New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by-
Neu papers. Int.. 103 N 4th St , Murray.
Ky. ,42071.
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky.
42071
R4TL• In areas served by
cornier:. $.2 25 per Mom*, payabia In advance.
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Har-
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tenn, $12.50 per














This new tire delivers honest quality in every detail.
The bias-ply body is built with polyester cord that is
tempered for optimum strength and resilience. The
wide 78-series tread exposes plenty of traction edges
for decisive grip on the road. Very competitively
priced, the All-Weather 78 is available now - in sizes
to fit most cars.
E78-14 blackmail F711-14 blackwall1 078-14 blackwee
Plus $2.32 to $2.69 F.E T , depending on sire, and old tire. Whitewalls available
in most sires at slightly higher prices.
$2075 $2285
078-1S blackwall
6 Easy libys to Buy
• "Wile Customer Credit PtaiTilirasiar Warge
• BankAmericard • American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
G 0 Lip•TEA R
See Our Professionals for First Class Auto Service
Lube and Oil Change
$444 
lip to WS. of mayor
brand multi-grade oil
• Complete chassis
lubrication & oil change
• Helps ensure longer
wearing parts to. smooth.
quiet performance
• Please phone for
appointment
• Includes light trucks
Front-End
Alignment
• Complete anah.sis and align•
ment iwreclion- to increase tire
- mileage and improve steering
safety • Precision equipment,
used by experienced profes-
sionals, helps ensure a precision
alignment




• With electronic equipment our
professionals fine-tune your en-
gine, installing new points, plugs
& condenser • Helps maintain a
smooth running engine for maxi-
mum gas mileage • Includes Dat-
sun, Toyeta, VW a light trucks
$369,
Add $4 for ficyl.,
$2 for air coed.
_ South 12th & Glendale- f =it Phone- 7534595
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'Breds Now 33-5 On Season
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The Toy Cannon exploded
again Saturday afternoon.
And it left Middle Tennessee
State University with powder
burns and all but knocked the
Blue Raiders out of the fight.
Murray State rightfielder
- John Siemanowskii nicknamed
"the toy cannon" because of his
small but powerful frame,
powdered two long homers,
drove in five runs and paced the
Thoroughbreds to a pair of wins
that all but eliminated Middle
Tennessee from contention in
the western division of the Ohio
Valley Conference.
In the opening contest, senior
righthander Mike Sims raised
his season mark to an un-
blemished 8-0 by winning a 6-1
contest. The nightcap found big
Randy Oliver twirling a three-
hit gem as the 'Breds put
Middle away 5-0.
From Siemanowski, a
sophomore transfer from, _the
University of Delaware and a
native of Riverside, Nev-i-
sey, it has been a banner
season.
He now has five homeruns, 35
runs batted in and is bombing
opposing pitchers at a .412 clip.
The pair of wins left Murray
at 4-0 in the spring race in the
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western division. The con-
ference play will end Saturday
when the 'Breds are in
Clarksville for a 1 p.m.
doubleheader with Austin Peay.
Murray needs only a split in
the twinbill to sew up the spring
title, and since they also won the
fall race, then the 'Breds will
automatically be in the OVC
Championship Series which will
be played at the home of the
winner of the eastern division.
The win for Sims in the opener
left him only one victory short
of the record of nine, ,held
jointly by George Dugan and
Jerry Weaver. Sims will be
hurling the opener Saturday
against the Governors.
Going into the home half of
the fourth of the opener, it was a
pitcher's duel as both teams had
managed only one run. The
'Breds scored their tally in the
first on a sacrifice fly by Jack
Perconte and Middle scored an
IltitaFriff run in the second.
Shortstop Leon Wurth, who
carried a .427 average into the
contest, led off the fourth with a
single.
Third-baseman Terry Brown
then lashed a double and the
'Breds had men on at second
and third with nobody out.
Wurth scored when Don Walker
grounded out and then Gene
Steuber drilled a single into left
to send in Brown, leaving
Murray with a 3-1 lead.
With one out in the fifth,
Perconte ripped a triple and
then up came Siemanowski.
Siernanowski got a hold of a
belt-high fastball and smacked
It over the fence in left and.
Murray led 5-1.
The 'Breds added a final tally
in the sixth when Walker hit a
solo shot to lefteenter.
Sims went the distance on the
hill, fanned four and walked
three men. He allowed just five
hits to Middle Tennessee.
Super. Putt By Nicklaus On-16th.Temheannowsikni s threk afgiaftihn ,.
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) —
'There Jack Nicklaus stood on
the 16th hole — Augusta's par
three Red Bud hole — looking
at a 40-foot sidehill putt that
must have looked more like a
mile.
His ears were still ringing
from the cheers of the thou-
sands lining the long par five
No. 15 just behind him where
tall Tom Weiskopf had just
knocked home a 12-footer for a
birdie that sent him into the
lead of the 39th Masters Golf
Tournament with three holes to
Play-
"Sometimes you get a feeling
Shod - these things," Nicklaus
said afterward. "I thought I
could make the putt. I decided
to use a different style. I de-
cided to hand-stroke the putt
rather than hit it.
"I knew Tommy, watching
from the tee, would have a
hard time playing the 16th after
watching me make a two. So I
struck it and it rolled in. That,
for me, was the tournament."
A momentarily shaken Weis-
kopf proceeded to leave his
five-iron tee shot 80 feet short
on No. 16 and watch his ap-
proach putt roll to the left, still
18 feet away. He bogeyed and
there was a two-shot shift in
those dying moments of one of
the greatest golf tournaments
ever played.
"I got the two shots back that
I had lost on the 14th," Nick-
laus said.
Thousands pouring over Au-
gusta's floral acres and mil-
lions viewing on television
watched the battle go down to
the final hole — a no-quarter,
no-choke shootout involving the
three finest golfers of the age..--
Nicklaus emerged the winner,
an unprecedented rffth Masters',
his 15th major crown, the first
leg on the only honor that still
evades him — the elusive
Grand Slam, encompassing the
Masters, U. S. and British
Opens and the PGA, all in a
single year.
Nicklaus finished with a four-
under-par 68 for a 72-hole score
of 276 but called it "the great-
est Masters I have ever played,
better than when I set the
record ( 271) in 1965.
Weiskopf, a tall princely man
with a swing of graceful power,
and young, tow-headed Johnny
Miller, at 27 rated by many as-
Nicklaus' heir apparent, were
just one shot 'behind ate, VI,
both barely missing birdie putts
on the final green that would
have tied them for the cham-
pionship.
"I was just damn lucky," a
gracious Nicklaus said. "Tom
Weiskopf had a right to win.
Johnny Miller had a right to
win. Nobody gave it away. I
felt a sense of history out
Nicklaus picked up the 440,-
000 first prize and moved with-
in striking distance of Miller as
the year's leading money win-
ner. Miller has earned $149,476.
Nicklaus now has won $149,242,
Weiskopf $112,488.
Hale Irwin, the reigning U.S.
Open champion, also gave the
last day fans a thrill by shoot-
ing an eight-under-par 64
In the second contest, it was
too much smoke from the arm
of Randy Oliver, as far as the
Blue Raiders were concerned.
The senior southpaw, pitching
one of his best games of the
season, allowed just three
singles, fanned eight and
walked nobody while raising his
_sewn mark tcr7el_
Oliver got all the help he
needed in the second when
Wurth walked, went to third on
Brown's single and scored on a
single by Steuber.
In the second, Richie White
led off with a walk and came all
the way around when Perconte
tripled down the line in right,
giving Murray -A-2-0 lead.
Whitt and Perconte walked and
Siemanowski hit a towering
shot to center, well over 400 feet
from the plate and Murray had
the final score of 5-0 on the
board.
The 'Breds were scheduled to
play a pair of games today at
Memphis State. Dick Allegretti
and Dana Pearson were
scheduled to pitch._ -
Then on Friday, Murray will
haat the University of Louisville
"berore making the short jog to
Clarksville Saturday.
ab r Ii
White-l! ..4 1 1
Perconte-2b 1 1 1
Stemanowskerf 
Wurth-ss 3 1
Brown-3b 3 I 1
Hughes-cf 2 0 0
Walker-lb  3 1 1
Steuber-c 3 0 L
 3 I
Totls   24 0I
4.-0 144














LAYING IT DOWN - Secoad-baumon Jack Perconte of *eked: pets down a beet and gets raidr Io•
take ati toward first. Perconte, a junior, is hitting at a .392 clip this season.
gy The Associated Press
Thir New York Nets, the
American Basketball Associ-
ation's defending champions,
are on the verge of elimination
from the playoffs at the unlike-
ly hands of the Spirits of St.
Louis.
"They're playing good ball,
we're just playing better," said
St. Louis Coach Bob McKinnon
after his young club beat New
York 100-89 Sunday night to
take a surprising 3-1 lead in the
best-of-seven Eastern Division
semifinal series.
The Spirits finished 20 games
below .500 and a whopping 26
games behind New York during
the regular season. They lost
all 11 regular-season meetings
with the Nets and the first
game of the playoff series.
But since then, it's been all
St. Louis, and the Spirits need
only one more victory in the
next three games to advance to
the division semifinals against
the Kentucky Colonels.
Kentucky wrapped up its
series with the Memphis
Sound r 4-I Smiday night with a
111-99 victory.
In the Western Division, both
Indiana and Denver can cap-
ture best-of-seven series with
victories tonigbt. The Pacers
take a 3-1 lead into San Antonio
against the Spurs and the Nuk
gets hold the same margin
heading into Salt Lake City
against the Utah Stars.
The Spirits' surprising turn-
around against New York has
resulted from their strong work
off the boards. St. touts out-
rebounded the New Yorkers 63-
44 Sunday night, a statistic not
lost on Nets' Coach Kevin
Loughery.
"I. can't ‘believe it. They got
about every rebound 'they want-
ed," said Loughery. "That last
quarter was something. Our de-
fense was playing well but we
were giving them second and
third shots.
Farms finished with 23 points
and 20 rebounds while team-
mate Maurice Lucas had 20
pnents and 18 rebounds. Erving
lecrthe Nets with 35 points. The
series continues Tuesday night
in New York.
Artis Gilmore poured in 31
points to lead Kentucky past
Memphis. The Colonels built a
17-point lead after three quar-
ters and held off a mild Sounds'
rally in the late going.
Louie Diunpier added 21
points and Ted McClain had 20
. . . books,  films and records 
magazines, newspapers
pamphlets, pictures: •.•
for the winners who lost for-
ward Dan lase' with a twisted
knee early in the second quar-
ter. George Carter topped
Memphis with 26 points.
for PlibGREss without ocreAvAGANa
Visit the Calloway County Library.
t-uvae.




City Council — Ward 'B'
Democratic Primary May 27,1975 ,
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Racer Golf Team Gains
Title At Tech Tourney _
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Nobody told Mike Hoyle that
the pressure was on him.
When he stepped to the 17th
tee, he didn't realize five of his
teammates were in and Murray
State and Eastern Kentucky














You can turn part of your
backyard into a produc-
tive 'garden And_ Jonn
Deere can help_ Withfo-
tary tillers in 3' ? or 6 hp
With lawn and garden
tractoss_lri six power
sizes, 8 to 19 9 hp See us
soon for complete details
on tillers, tractors and








Golf Tournament at Cookeville
this weekend.
In the same group with Hoyle
was Dan Bogdan of Eastern.
After 16 holes in the final
round, Hoyle was three over par
and Bogdan was six over. That
left Murray State with a three-
stroke lead with the whole
tournament riding on the next
two holes.
Bogdan eagled the par-five
17th hole and went to four over.
Hoyle knocked in a 12-foot putt
for' a birdie- abet hkrf,-
over, leaving the Racers ahead
by two strokes, though at the
time, Hoyle didn't know it.
And then the 18th hole!
Another par-five, Bogdan hit
the green in two and two-putted
out, rolling in a short putt for a
That meant Hoyle had to
par_the hole or_ the .two teams
_would be tied,
Meanwhile, Hoyle hit the
green in three. And he knocked
in a four-foot putt for his par,
leaving Murray with a one-
stroke win in the tourney.
The Racers finished with a
team total of 755 while Eastern
had a 756 for the 36-hole event.
Other team scores included
Tennessee Tech Purple 765,
Morehead 774, Christian
Brothers College 781, Ten-
nessee-Chattanooga 789, Tech
Gold 793, Carson Newman 815,
University of the South 824 and
Roane State 844.
Murray State senior Bruce
boUgliiss continueti-intis rule a
Johnny Miller. Playing this
season like he was a pro on
every course, the Stoughton,
Mass., native won another
individual title at Tech by firing
rounds of 72-71 for a one-under
par 143.
Hoyle had rounds of 71-74 and
finished in second place with a
145 while Bogdan .of Eastern
was third with a 147, finishing
with round of 72-75.
Morehead's fine senior golfer.
Eddie Mudd, was fourth with a
148 while Paul Locoro of
Eastern Kentucky also had a
148.
Other Murray golfers and
their scores included Mike
Perpich 73-78 for a 151, Kevin
Arnold 80-76 for a 156, Steve
Gatens, 83-77 for a 160 and
Kevin Klier, who was bothered
by a bad back, had 88-88 for a
176.
This year, the Racers of
Coach Buddy Hewitt have
played in nine tourrveys. In fire
of those tourneys, Douglass has
won the individual cham-
pionship.
He has yet to finish lower than
sixth in any of the tourneys he
has played in.
The next tourney appearance
for the Racers will be April 25-27
when they play in the Most
prestigious college tourney, the—
Chris Schenkle Invitational in
Statesboro, Ga.
Tiny Archibald Plays Key Role As
Kings Nip Bulls, Sonics Advance
By ROBERT MOORE
AP Sports Writer
KANSAS CITY I AP) — Nate
"Tiny" Archibald made like a
tricky football quarterback Sun-
day.
The basketball ace of the
Kansas City-Omaha Kings baf-
fled Chicago with a dazzling ex-
hibition of penetrating the
Bulls'S defense. If the Bulls
played Tiny to pass off, he
went in for the layup. If they
played him for a
-passed off.
After it was all over, the
layep, he
Kings had conquered the Bulls
102-95 in a National Basketball
141111 NOTES
by William M. Boyd
Surveys show that, in most homes,
the husband handles payments for
rent or mortgage, insurance, auto
and taxes. The wife is responsible
for. food and clothing, household
overload and entertainment in the
home.
We'll be responsible for keeping your money entrusted to us







semifinal playoff game that
wasn't as close as the score in-
dicates.
"I really didn't know whether
I was going to penetrate all the
way for a layup or pass off,"
said Archibald. "They were
trying to prevent me from go-
ing all the way for a layup."
Often, Archibald, with
seemingly easy shots close to
the basket, flipped the ball to
-Jimmy Walker or Larry
-McNeil. •
The Kings' victory evened the
best-of-seven series at 1-1. The
teams play again Wednesday
night in Chicago where the
Bulls held Archibald to 12
points and won the opener 95-89
last week.
Two games are on tap tonight
with Boston and Golden State
getting into playoff action for
the first time. Boston opens a
best-of-seven Eastern Confer-
ence semifinal series against ,
the Houston Rockets. Houston
earned the right to go against
the defending champion Celtics
by eliminating the New York
ICnicks with a convincing 118-86
triumph Saturday.
The Warriors go against the
upstart Seattle SuperSonics in
game one of a Western Confer-
ence semifinal series. Seattle
advanced by dumping the De-
troit Pistons 100-93 Saturday
night.
With the Kings ahead at hall-
time 55-51, Archibald and Walk-
er broke the battle wide open in
the early moments of the third
quarter with a flurry of baskets
that opened up a l&point lead
During that spree, Archibald
sank 10 points and Walker
eight.
Walker started it with twu
quiek• baskets. After McNeill,
who topped all scorers with 28
points, hit two free throws, Ar-
chibald chipped in with six
straight points, and Walker
Poked in two more field goals.
Walker had 26 points. Bob
Love of the Bulls, who contrib-
uted 38 points in Chicago's
first-game victory, had to settle







The romantic remembrance of beautiful
Kentucky belles in swirling hoopskirts, and
gallant young gentlemen, is everywhere on
the grounds of this old Southern plantation at
Bardstown. Carillon bells chime Stephen Foster
melodies, especially -My Old Kentucky Home,"
which Foster was inspired to write while on a
visit here.
Kentucky's heritage and tradition are preserved
in other state parks and shrines across the
Commonwealth ... all within a day's drive of
your own home. So whether you're out for a
one-day jaunt or for a week's vacation, visit
Kentucky State Parks this year!
StandIngs
}=.0.0.0-=.=•=4>=..C.C.C.C.0
By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pct GB
Boston 3 2 600
Detroit 3 - 2 600
Milwaukee
Baltimore 
3 2 600 
2 2 500 2
Cleveland 2 2 SOO V2
New York 1st 200 2We





Minnesota 2 4 .333 2'?
Texas 1 4 .200 3
Sunday's Results
New York 6 2, Detroit 0-5
Baltimore 11, Boston 3
Kansas City 5, Minnesota 3
Cleveland 3, Milwaukee 1
Oakland at Texas, ppd., rain
Chicago 7 5, California 5 4, 1st
game 12 innings
Monday's Game
Oakland (Holtzman 0-01 at
Kansas City (Splittorff 0,0), (n)
Only game scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Boston at New York
California at Minnesota
Texas at Chicago
Milwaukee at Baltimore, (n)




W L Pct. GB
Chicago 
3 0 1
3 1 750 1/2
.000 —
St Louis 4 2 .667 Vz
New York 1 3 250 21/2
Philadelphia 2 3 .400 21/
Montreal 1 5 .167 31/2
West
Cincinnati 4 2 .667 —
San Diego 2 1 .500 1
Houston 3 3 500 1
Francisco 3 2 .500 1
Atlanta 3 4 .429 11/z
Los Angeles 2 4 .333 2
Sunday's Results
Philadelphia 2, St, Louis 0
Pittsburgh 5, New York 3
Chicago 7, Montreal 0
Los Angeles 7, Houston 4
San Francisco 54, Atlanta 0 '2
Cincinnati 10, San Diego 0
Monday's Games
San Diego (Siebert 00) at
San Francisco (Barr 1-0)
New York (Tate 0-0) at Phila-
delphia (Lonborg 001, In)
Chicago ( Reuschel 00) at
Pittsburgh (Moose 00), (n)
Cincinnati (Billingham 00) at
Los Angeles (Rau 00), (n)
Only games scheduled
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Nim-groa.sy .sofierts conwei .
15-Fl. Oz. VASELINE
Intensive Care Lotion
15-fl. oz. of Vaseline Intensive Care
Lotion for over-dry skin. Even dry
chapped skin feels better fast. Ideal




















Bubble Club Bubble Bath.





























Box of 4 Brillo Soap Pads with
longer lasting suds. Limit 3 per
family.
100% Canon For
Extra Absorbency. . .







Package of 5 knit dishcloths in




Strong and sturdy . .







Strong, sturdy, Plastic Trash Cans that
resists chipping, peeling, cracking, and
never rusts. Large 18-gallon capacity in
emerald green.
6 ft. Redwood Picnic Table
and Benches
Reg. Price '31"
White Plastic Coated Steel . . .
18-inches x 10-feet Folding Fences.
Constructed of white vinyl plastic over
phosphate treated steel. Made sturdy to
Reg. 15'0 last year after year.
Accent your table with
dogwood, tulip, violet, or
daffodil designs...










Packages of 20 floral designed :Great savings on picket fences
napkins. Choose attractive
prints in dogwood. tulips,
violets, or daffodils
A $ Ideal .for bordering, .flowers or walkways . . .
measuring 3-inches long 9-inch
pickets with 15'i" stakes. Basic
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By ROSS BOLING
For the Murray State tennis
team, this past weekend
combined all the essential
elements of a classical Greek
tragedy: the long, dismal fall
from nobility followed by the
emotional purgation of knowing
exactly where you stand.
The weekend marked a nadir
in Racer tennis history. Besides
losing to UK 7-2 which was more
or less expected, Murray lost
do-or-die conference matches to
Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead, both by identical 6-3
scones: which was,DIKK.2[_k4A.
unexpected. Before this
weekend the Racers had never
dropped a match to either
Eastern or Morehead nor have
the Racers been winless this far
into any previous OVC cam-
paign. ---- •
With their over-all record
standing at a woeful 2-12 and
their conference mark at 0-4,
the Racers worst fears have
been confirmed; they finally
know that they are, at this
juncture anyway, the last-place
team in the conference.
There were, however, a few
individual bright spots for
Murray furnished mostly by
Mike Owen and Del Purcell.
Owen scored three singles wins
which inchded a startling upset
of UK's EC performer Scott
11 posted highly
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impressive- victories over
Kentucky's "Gully" Gilliam and
Eastern's Rick Heichemer.
• No one seriously gave Mike
Owen a chance when he took the
court Thursday afternoon
against Scott Smith. After all,
Smith has only been touted as
the greatest tennis player ever
in the school's history. The
other Racers had ribbed him all
week about the less than en-
viables task facing him in
Lexington. Even Owen himself,
while talking with his father
over the phone Wednesday
w_ash't really looking
forwarl to playing Smith...He
viewed it as a practice match, a
match in which to work on his
shots and hope for the best. To
actually win was the farthest
thing from his mind.
-..And after -Smith had easily
captured the first set no one was
really surprised;, things were
evolving exactly according to
everybody's expectations. But
that's when some, shall we say,
incredibly unexpected things
began happening and they
didn't stop happening until
Owen had won the next two sets,
6-4 6-4, and recorded what was
perhaps the biggest upset of the
year in the Mid-South and
certainly the most impressive
win of his tennis career.
The apparent turning point
was that first set, the one that
conformed to everybody's
expectations, the one Owen
made only a half-hearted effort
to win, thinking simply that he
had no chance of winning it.
After that it was just a matter of
redeeming lost pride.
"I just didn't have the right
attitude going into the match. I
didn't think I had a chance so I
didn't try as hard as I should
have," explained Owen.
"After I lost that first set
Coach ( Bennie Purcell) got up
and left. I got kind of em-
harassed so I decided to try and
play my best."
Smith had previously lost only
one singles match this year and
is one of the favorites to take the
SEC championship at number
MARQUIS HAYNES HARLEM GLOOPTIOTTERS
one. Besides his victory ever
Smith, Owen was the -only
Racer to win both of his Cott-
ference singles matches,
beating Eastern's Joe Shaheen
( who played with his foot in a
cast) 6-1 6-0 and Morehead's
Bob Vigar 6-4 0-6 6-3, which
upped his conference mark to 4-
Del Purcell, displaying his
finest play of the year, was
almost as impressive in his
victory over UK's Gilliam and
Eastern's Heichemer. Down 1-4
in the first set tiebreaker
against Gilliam, he stormed
back to win four straight points
and the set 7-6 and took the
second set 7-6 as well. Against
Eastern's Heichemer he played
consistently intelligent tennis to
win 6-3, 3-6, 6-2 and prove to all
the spectators at hand that -
there are now two Purcell
brothers to be reckoned with on
a tennis court.
Ross Boling accounted for the
only other Racer victory in
singles by beating Morehead's
Bill Spell 6-2 6-4 but was more
impressive when paired with
Owen in doubles. The number
one duo beat Eastern's Poppy
Shores and Alden Bulentkaya 6-
16-2 and Morehead's Spell and
George Erickson 7-6 7-5 for the
only Racer doubles victories.
The other Racer netters,
number three Tom Lie, number
five Craig Mangold and
Number six Jim Lukeman lost
all of their matches in singles
and doubles. -- -----
Following the loss to
Morehead, perenially the
league's door-mat in tennis,
Csiach_ Plitizell, was gloomily
tel
-"It doesn't look too good at
this point. I just hope some of us
can have good individual
seasons from now on," com-
mented Purcell.
The two most obvious can-
didates for that distinction are
Owen and Purcell. They are the
only Racers who boast winning
singles records. Owen's is 10-4
and Purcell's is 8-6.
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
One of the main axioms cle
sports is to never give up, --
when all seems lost.
And that's just what hap-
pened Saturday afternoon at the
Murray State Women's In-
vitational Track Meet.
With only 28 points in the meet
and in eighth place, a few of the
members of the team had
already left, thinking the meet
was over. However, outside
Stewart Stadium, the javelin
competition was still going on.
And what happened was a
beautiful storybook ending for
tile,fitg.th annual MSU In-
Vltatjnfl5, which thia—)1111,
featured 17 teams.
To the surprise of quite a few
- people, the Racers captured
first and second place in the
javelin gaining 18 points and
vaulting into second place. The
weavers of the carpet of
comeback were Sue Sewing and
Babs Laha.
Sewing took first in the event
with a fine effort of 128-3 while
Laha was second with a 123-
11,,2, thus giving Murray 18
more points to be tacked on to
their 28.
Scoring in the meet was on a
10+6-4-24 system.
Powisrful Iowa stAte. which
UP AND OVER - Carol Schafer of the Murray Stine women's
track team goes up and over in the 100-meter hurdles. She won the
Meat but took second in the event.
(Stak Photos hy Alike lirsodes)
took fifth in the nationals last
year, easily captured the team
title, amassing 146Ii points
while runnerup Murray had 46.
Kentucky was third with 45,
Southwest Missouri fourth with
42 and Western Kentucky fifth
with 38.
Other team scores included
Graceland College (Iowa) 34,
Illinois State 31'1, Purdue 24,
Tennessee 24, Mississippi
University for Women 22,
School of the Ozarks 16, Florida
State 10, Eastern Kentucky 6,
Southern Illinois 5 and Berea 0.
Eight meet records fell
during,the course of the day.
Iowa State set a new mark of
49.3 in the 440-relay, Pat
Hodgson of Iowa State set a
record with a. 65.3 in the 400-
meter hurdles, Tina Hill of
Kentucky set a new mark in the
l00-rneter hurdles with a 15.5,
Iowa State's mile-relay team
got a new record with a 4:03,
Vickie Smith of Florida State
had a new mark in the shot with
a 40-2 and Sewing of Murray set
a record with her 128-3 in the
javelin.
Ma the star of the day was
Peg Neppel of Iowa State.
Neppel, one of the top 15
women's cross country runners
in the world, ran a blistering
4:54.4 in the mile and captured
the two mile in 10:30, easily
'eclipsing the meet records in
both events.
"Every point counts," Coach
Margaret Simmons said during
the early part of the meet.
"A point here and a couple of
1;t4tii there and a first place
somewhere along the way and
we could be right back in it,"
• the Racer-track coach said in a
prophetic tone.
And she was right.
Besides Laha in the javelin,
Murray had only one other
second place. That belonged to
Carol Schafer.
Schafer easily won her heat in
the 100-meter hurdles but had to
settle for second in the event as
sbe was in a slower heat. Her 
time was a fine 16.0. e
The Racers had only one third
place la the meet, that too
belonging to Carol Schafer. She
recorded a 69.2 in the 440-
hurdles to take third.
The only fourth place on the
day was in the mile where Lissa
Moore, a freshman from Frank-
fort, ran a new school record
and a personal best of 5:24.
Fifth place seemed to be the
most popular. Murray had four
of those.
Kathy Schafer in the 884-yard
run with a time of 2:32, Moore in
the two-mile run with a new
school record and a personal
best of 11:59, Joan Weber with a
27.5 in the 220 and Laha with a
108-5 in the discus; all earned
fifth places.
• Two sixth-place finishes
rounded out the scoring. Carol
Schafer was sixth in the high
jump with a 4-9 while the 440-
yard relay team finished sixth.
Weber, Linda Rudolph, Patty
Brown and Pattie Fitzhugh all
ran legs and finished sixth with
a new school mark of 51.6.
With the second place finish in
their own invitational tucked
away, the Racers will try to use
that for a springboard this
weekend when they go to
Morehead for the State
Championship.
The Racers will be trying to
defend the title they won last
year when the state meet was
held in Stewart Stadium.
Reason 5. If the IRS should call you
in for an audit, H & R Block will go
with you, at no additional cost. Not
as a legal representative ... but we
can answer all questions about how
your taxes were prepared.
903 Arcadia St.
Murray State University Field House
April 15, 1975-7:30 p.m.
Tickets On Sale At . . . . Peoples Bank, Bank Of Murray, Dennison-Hunt, Montgomery-Ward
( Students 81 Children-$3.00
General Admission Adults-$4.00
Reserved Seats-$5.00
Sponsored By Murray-Calloway County Jaycees Proceeds Going To Scholarships And Charitable Organizations
Match The Harlem Globe TrotterLin:ferson -
April 15, 1975, 7:30 p.m.
4.4 -.•4,-*C...-1•4•4•0•••ti
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Sheriff's
Sale
I will on Monday, April 28, 1975 at 10:00 A. M. at the Court House
door at Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky expose to public sale
to the higest bidder the following delinquent tax claims upon
which a real estate assessment appears (the amount includes the
tax, penalty, Sheriff's service fee and advertising cost). The
claims sold become a lien upon the property described upon the
face of the tax bill and are subject to 12 per cent per annum.
MAURICE WILSON




269 Batoon, Solomon Gordon 94.29
301 Bea ug ard, Georgia  9.32
327 Berry, Joseph  . .   . 49.66
334 Betts, Marie Brandon  .111.91
404 Bogard, Loman Rudell 164.64
503 Brandon, Bobby L 46.85
902 Coates, Bonnie Smith 243.01
1083 Crider, Rowland L. ¶ 22.26
1095 Crouch, Jerry D 162.04
1125 Cunningham, Martha   48.14
1130 Cunningham, Theodore R 48.14
1196 Diarnont, Eugene A   112.87
1294 Dow, David W 39.51
1313 Dunbar, Ella Est  .17.95
1562 Farris, Tremon P Jr. 203.45
1821 Gilbert, Veron - Martha 46.06
1967 Hale, Mrs. Mary 30.80
2009 Hanna, Mark  145.49
2013 Harding, Bert  11.90
2023 Harrneyer, Virginia 151.68
2202 Hodge, John S.-Donald L. Nanny 124.07
2208 Hedges, John- Don Nanny   127.53
2288 Hornbuckle, William Jr., Sr.  35.21
2373 Hughes, James T.  162.05
2503 Jackson, Richard G 220.02
2522 James, Kerry D   112.87
2709 Jones, T. Raphael 133.43
2776 Kenley, Lou Ellen .48.14
7827 King, Owen 30.89
2380 Kroening, Katherine 78.35
2900 Larnastus, Robert 1891/
7904 Lamb, David M. 154.47
2932 Lancaster, J. B.  65.40
2960 Lasater, Joe F.   133.77
3192 Martin, Queen 17.95
3269 Merino, James A 131.85































7272 Boyd, Bobby 
7290 Boyd, Tony T 
7294 Boyer, Lloyd
7303 Bradley, Emma Lee






























Newport, H. M  .30.89
Parker, Billy Joe 234.54
Peeler, Birdene  91.28
Reynolds, Charles H.  174.64
Rogers, Glen  173.56
Rose, Euel Michael  143.92
Ross, Thomas   11.90
Schorrig, Eberhard W 246.60
Shelton Don 117.17
Skinner, John W 34.42
Skinner, Oscar-, rrrire-r-r-rirr-es-rrirrirr • . 13.63
Spencer, Jesse 156.01
Stunmerville, Myra D. 262.10
Tri-Way Oils Inc. Term. Corp. 367.39
Underwood, Mrs. Ronald... 225.03
Vied, George  .183.43
Walls, Harold 51.67
Walls, Harold 13.63
Walls, Harold Gáealyñwood 23.98
Walls, James 87.74
Walls, Wilburn 65.40
Warren, Edward C. 177.75
Wells, Dina  .17.95
Williams, R. H. ....., 932
Williams, R. H  •  .22.26
Willoughby, Doug 242.29
Wofford. Louise 8  44
Workman, Danny E   164.64
COMMON SCHOOL DISTRICT
6079 Adams, Hugh Gene 
6087 Adams, James E.-Linda
6122 Adcock, F. D
6130----= Adsit, Glenn
6138 Ahart, Larry Nix 52.23
6143 . Ahart, William 29.93
6145 Ainsworth, Charles H. 8  16
6183 Alkire, Fred E. 875
6203 - - Allbritten, Michael 7  88
6221 - Allen, David D. 689
6222 - Allen, David .  10.47
6223 -- - Allen, Edward D.-Harnett '  11.24
6236 Allen, William H 16.97
6253 - Allmon, Dean Edward 14.46
6313 Anderson, Thomas F 15.89
6314 Anderson, Thomas F. 720
f,337 Applegate, Carl •   ILO
6425 Austad, Glen H 619
6447 Baar, Robert K 188.88

















Britt, Lamaurr Sr 
Brittain, J. B. - William Brittain
Brown, Dale
Bruce, Mrs. Logan 
Bryant, Charles
Burkeen, Dayman L. 







Card, Glenn N 
Carlson, Russell H
Carra way, Hugh 
Carroll, James E
Carter, Jerry L 
Castro, Richard 
Catet, Walter M 


























Carver, Kenton Clair 56.80





Cissell, Charles E. Sr.  5.94
Clayton, Delbert E 70.17
CleaverA Garvin 37.11
Clifford, Margaret L  23.89
Cobham, Jan-Brenda 8  16
Coffey, Carthel 6  26
Coffey, Carthel 6  10
Collie, Jimmy 24.43
Colson, W. Lonnie .... 0-41.•••  19.48
Combs, Dennis W. - 5  94
Coon. Charles E 5  94
Cooper, James P. Jr. 8  46
Cothron, Miss Tylene  10.03•
9039 Crocker, Bobby 6  26
9056 Crouch, Jerry 206.48
9060 Crouch, Max 
9106 Crutcher, Wayne s ' .6.89
9136 Cumbee, Hurley B 6  58
9138 Cundiff, Kenneth 11.30
9139 Curidift, James H 878
9189 Cunningham, Fobert F  . 8.78
9237 Cutler, Steve K 5  94
9245 Dailey, Thomas W. Jr 8  46
9246 Dailey, Thomas W. Jr 816
6627 Barnes, Richard-Dora 
6664 Barnett, Shirley -
6673 Barnett, Wm. ftay
6715 - --Barto, Oscar C.
6725 Bass, Jesse
6727 Bateau Reparer 1767.77
6728 Bates, Audrey Et Al 720
6738 Baylor, Billy 6  58
6773 Bazzell, William E. 10.03





6888 Bell, Carl 
6905 Bell-Overby 









6945 Berg, Joanne D.-Michael Pawloski  10.03
6957 Berry, Joseph N..   8.78,
6997 13illheimer, John K  20.75
8587039 . Bishop, C. A. Decd




7187 Boggs, Burel 364.20
7207 I3ongardner, A Lee 626
7114 Border, David 132.96
7267265 HA ) w ling , Neil Wesley
9356 Davis, C. A.   13298
9361
9362 
Davis, Donald L 
Davis, Elsie 
9383 
as . 86961163 1134233190
13367
Davis, Ray 0. , 
9386 Davis, Robert 746 13439
9394 Davis. Wayne .6.26 13452
9471 Deutsch, Steve 8  12 13478
9479 Dewey, Daniel 689 13489
9516 Dietz, Jack L. Est.-B. F. Dietz 626 13508
9628 Dorris, Luther J 5  04 13517
9632 Doster, John L. 9 ' 13519
9636 Doty, Blair 8 € 135263556
9640 Doty, John Blair. or 
9657 Dow, Floyd A. - Either L   16 113535;
9693 Downs, Ed J6.89 13608
9736 Duke, Marvin J. • . _ _ _6.26 13623
9737 Duke, Marvin J. Jr. 6.89
9778 Duncan, Eugene 11  97 
13649
13650
9789 Duncan, Hubert 5.64 13662
9790 Duncan, Hum td:02 13663
9840 Dunn, George L. -6.; -6.-.--y- rarer- - -----6 46  96.31 
11337730159818 Dungy, Elmo 8  16
9885 Dye, Dave 689 13735

















10451 Ferguson, Edward R. 
10413 Faulks, James O.-Jacquelyn Hite 10.03
10502 First Ky. Dev. Co. Inc.  
14041
10583 Ford Joe 5467.5491 
14045
10589 Foreman, Adell Pettie 
10603 Forrester, Jean , 
 . ..7:8451 1177827
10563 Fogleman, John W. 
10843 Gaddie, Gordon 
54112380:i..2679 M: 1144°967:7
10625 Foster, Hermes G.-Mary E. 
10717 Funston, Richard L 
10744 Furkano, Thomas J 
10746 Fusco, Frank G.
 •  
14160
14206
10825 Futrell, Robert D  .. 
.54 
14276
0960 Garland, Randel Gene 103
10959 Garland, Paul Wayne 225.37
14282
11081 Gidcomb, Clarence 
11092 Gill, Harry Sr  224.79 11442:240
L.
11103 Gilmore, Michael A 10.03




11144 Goheen, Emily 8.16 
14370Thomas J. or Bettie R. Jr 5  94
11182 Goodwin, Russell A 74.26































































9067 Edwards, James W.-N. E 868
9973 Edwards, Kenneth A. 11.61
10000 Elam, Hal B.  .6.26
10030 Eli, Raymond A 7  51
10074 Elkins, Lonnie 34.16
10098 Elliott, James H... -- .30.19
10099 Elliott, James 41.97
10155 Engle, Ralph 626
10284 Eve James-Patric 5  64
10289 Everhart, Virgil M. 658
10339 Fannaro, Len 8.16
11204 Gough, James Robert 143.52
11219 Graffis, Carl  6 89




__Graves, Richard E.. ”r-fr-a-r-ar, • a • • • • ....... 10.03
Gray, John II 6 •,••••••••  942
Greer, Jesse 25 78
11323 Gregg, William L
11133 Griffaw, Ben 
11334 Griffaw, Ben 
11353 Grisson, James A
11430 Guess, Michael 
11485 Hale, Charles 
11558 Hall, Jackie W
11564 Hall, Nakomis
11604 Harnrnons, Wayne 
11605 Hanunons, John W. 
11607 Hampton, Emily 
11623 Haney, Charles or Lillian M 
Hannm, James ---- • 
11636 Hardee, John H. 
11642 Harding, Raymond




•-   11.24 14713
6 10 14680
Harper James 0. 105.74
Harrington Mackey L 6  26
Harris, Edward P. 27.05
Harris, Lowell H. 25.15
Harris, Renard Jr. 5  94
Hart, James H.
Hart, Ralph or Lyetta
Hasty, Russell D.
Hawes, Larry Odell   17.59
Haynes, George C. 7  51











Hill, Frank W. 
Hill, James R. 
Hindman, Mary Billington
Hisaw, James R
Hodges, John Robert 942
Holland, James 8  78




Houk, Vivian D 7  51
Houston, Ctiarles. , .-..sr•-•-•- -•-• • 36-48
Houston, Ervin R. Etal - 689
Huang, John 594
Hubbell, Larry R 594
Hughes Roy N 878
Ingram, Charles F..... _ 7  51
Ingram, Robert  10.87
ICJ B J Corp. 10.03
Jackson, William A 6.26
Jacobson, Linda Star 6  26
Jennings, James F 10.03
Jennings, Jerry P.  5.94
Johnson, Garvin A 11.30
Johnson, Gordon W. -Dollyarm 9  97
Joiner. William 7  51
Joines, Donald A. 30.19
Jones, Alton  38.75
Jones, Charles K. or L. Dale 689
Jones, Mrs. Edna A
Jones, Gerald W. 
Jones, Mildred M 
Jordon, J. Chrstine 
Justice, Scotty

















14851 Moore, Eston Z. 626
14889 Morgan Connie 7  51
14908 Morgan, James H 11.30
14959 Mollies, Michael Wayne 14.46
15002 Morrison, Robert F
15143 Myers, Jerry J.-John L. Brown Jr.
15210 McCasey, Albert Michael' 
15261 McConnell, Gerald 0.
15274 McCoy, Mike 
15275 McCoy, Ramona r
15327 McCuiston, Mrs. Robbie 
15394 McFarland, Helen H
15413 McGuins, Gene
15420 McIntosh, Ronnie
15440 McKie, Donna Jean 
15441 McKie, Donna Jean 564
15459 McKinney, Raymond C 105.74
15478 McLeod, Claude Earl 33.34
6  89 15484 McLeod, Wayne 30.07
5  94 15526 Nance, Faye 78.68
626 15609 Ness, Donald G 626
751 15612 Nestrud, Maurice J  11.30
15628 Neuhoff, William E 626
15637 Newcomb, Howard or Jean 7  51
6  26 15641 Newman, Walter-Sam 8  78
15642 Newman, Walter E.-Sara 35  52
15654 Newsome, Delbert  149.40
15690 Nixon, Herman M. 564
942 15691 Noble, Virgil or Lois K. 59.1
15692 Noble, Virgil 5  94
15693 Noble, Virgil-Lois 658
15694 Noble, Virgil or Wm. Edward Jr • 6  26
15712 Nonnan, L. C. Jr.  •_. 626
15743 Northcott, Richard L. 7  67
15774 Odell, Ben K.  11.30
15780 Odom, Harry 10.03
15826 Ordiway, Eldon 46.80
15827 Ordiway, Eldon 36.48
15829 Orgon, Wayne 7  51
1581 Orr, Mrs. }Linda  11.30
16039 Owems, Edward  . 11.30









16408 Peer, Franklin 8  78
16479 Persall, Judith Etal 71.12
16498 Petty, Geo. Jr.-Michael Petty  10.98
16514 Phillips, Charles M.  .. 8  57
6  26 16533 Phillips, Joe Pat' 130.93
165A4 Pierce, Jarries M. 83.72
16604 Pittman, Hubert-Hafford Hutchins'  13.18.
16624 Poe, Richard B 594
16625 Poe, Richard B 594











ECimbro, Gene 1e 50.34
Kimbro, 0.0  74.64
King, James R 
King, Walter H. - 689
Kirk, Pat 16.96
Kirks, Edward . •  -  . 30 19
Kirks, Edward ..  .10.35
Kizzie, Dale M 626
Knight, Richard 53.76
Knuckles, Bryce E. Jr. 689
Knuckles, Bryce E. Jr. 564 
. •• . Kraft, Gerald L.  _ 80.56
Kruse, Howard A. 816





Lamastus, Robert Byrdn •
Landis, James E. '
.Lane, Gaylon - 38 59.'0937
Lampkins, Derrell 
79







Leighton, Andrew J 23.89
Lenhardt, Robert E. 935
Lewellyn, Lawrence T. 878
Lewis, Lester 8  16 





Lindsey, Richard W 7  20
Lilian Donnie W 6  89
Lively, James E. Jr.  11.30
Lively, James 0. 33.34
Lockard, James R. 7  67
Lockhart, Clayton E 720
Long, David A. 626
Louvin, Betty 6  26
Love, Philip L. 658
L,oveall, Joseph M. Jr 
Lovett, David L 751
Lowe, Landell W.  20.75
Lowe, Landell W. 39.53
Lowery, Pan uel N 10.67
Lyons, Luther 69.79
Maness, Junior 5  64
Maness, Ray T 22.63
Manion, Harvey 5  64
Mann, Anthony M . 751
Marshall, Charles M 10.03
Martin, Clay  42.78
Martin. Harold B.-Julia 7  20
Marvin, Mrs. Bobby Jack 8  78
Maye, Kenneth 40.39
Maye, Kenneth W 10.03
Mays, Emmett E 6  89
Medlin, Floyd 689
Merrell, Hyburma  143.52
Metcalf, Ruth Ann 689
Meunier, Charles L. 22.56
Mid State Homes Inc 19.48 
35.22Mid State Homes Inc.. 
Miller, Charles E 
67
55 37 14575 Miller, Charles E.-Galon Miller 
• 87,236  89 14574 Miller, Charles E   682
27 95 14617 Miller, Herman W. 6  89
















.A10.81 8GR20 C 
Mohundro, Robert-M
Mills, Lela B
Mitchell, Elster R. ..
Mitchell, Eisler R.
Mitchell, Mary
16729 Presley, Willard C.
16770 _Pritchard, John F. -
8  16
- 159.084
16778 Pritchett, Bobby 27.05
16803 Privitt, Earl 6  26
7  5116804 Proctor, Billie G
16822 Pryde Paul C.
16823 Pryor, Harold
16878 Quick, Silas





16913 Ralph, Rachael 9  72
16915 Ralph, Rachael V.  11.93
16933 Ramsey, Wilbur 5  94
16935 Rankin, Viola 7  51
16940 Ranson, Vester 130.93
16982 Ray, David 5  64
17066 Reibitz, Ola Mae 10.03
17073 Reilly, Charlie 21.38
17083 Retirement Acres 56.33
17084 Retirement Acres 8  78
17085 Retirement Acres 8  16
17108 Rhodes, Verlan  . 6.26
17129 Richardson, Rodney D 37 86
17168 Riley, Clayton 740.49
7  20 17190 Risner, Bartheld 8  78  
17210 Robbins, Earl B. -- =  .8.63 -
17360 Roby, H. E - 14.46
17364 Rodgers, James M. .._ 12.29
17396 Rogers, Orrin R  - 594
17406 Rogers, Terry • 74.80
17428 Roper, Derald P  . .5.64
17471 Ross, Cornelia Fay 7  05
17505 Ross, Wilburn
17518 Rowland, Joe P. 
17548 RuAd, Stewart W. Jr.
17562 Rule, Leon
17577 Rushing, John R
17587 Russell, Charles D
17591 Russell, Donald A.
17609 Russell, Willem J.  42.78
17656 Samples, Leamon 5  94
17657 Samples, Leamon 5  64
17675 Sanders, Junior Lee 6  89
17738 Schippert, Bill   10.03
17745 Schoellharner, Richard
17765 Schroeder, Orville E
17801 Scott, James T. Sr. 
17836 Sears, Anthony 
17838 Sears, Sam C. 
17887 Shaffner, Ronnie B 
17888 Shamblin. Jerry B
18071 Sieting, Robert L. 
181% Simpson, Joel W 
18115 Sims, Carl E. 
18142 Skrabala, Joe
18153 Sloan, Arthur 
18174 Smith, Albert 
18175 Smith, Alfred F. 
18180 Smith, Billy Joe
18183 Smith, Bobby W 
18191 Smith, Charles O.-Nancy J
18235 Smith, Helena E
18236 Smith, Herman J
18237 Smith, Hirman B. 
18241 Smith, J. W
Mitchuson, Obie Gene 30.19• .. a ,
-*AT., • . 111.
8  78
Mondragon, Angel  10.35
Moore, Dick Inc 8  16
Moore, Dottie 8  78
18252 Smith Joe C 
18254 Smith, Joe David 
18265 Smith, Kathryn Palmer 












































18136 Smith, Walter H 6 40.2718379 Snow, G. A. (Jack)  12 5618399 Sottile, Michael E.   . 6.8918400 Souder, Eugene J
18401 Souder, Eugene J   16.3018445 Sparks, Donald 
9  4218479 Spoonamore, Thomas N 68918480 Spradling, Wallace H 11.3018491 Stacey, Sidney Jr. 6 689
6  26 18506 Stalls, Clayton 59.40
5  94 18523 Stanley, Charles E   ... . 74.26
5.94 18615 Stephenson, Donald' 9  42






18650 $tewart, Reginald 
18676 Stockwell, Ralph 0.
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WASHINGTON (AP) - Congress is considering a bill to boost
... 10.03 - employment in the depressed auto industry by haying the federal
.... 8.37 government buy 121,000 new cars and trucks to replace virtually
. ... 77.32 all of its nationwide fleet. The proposal, characterized by one sup-
._ .. 6.26 porter as a "food stamp program for the automobile manufac-
turers," would cost $443 million. Its provisions are included in the
emergency employment bill which has passed the House and is



































































































































































WASHINGTON (AP) - The day is rapidly approaching when
the ranks of America's oldest veterans, those who fought in the
Spanish-American war, will dwindle to fewer than 1,000. But
many are still surprisingly spry. The Veterans Administration
counted 1,098 Spanish-American war vets alive last month. That
compares with 1,595 alive last July and 1.804 alive in July of 1973.
There were 392,000 Americans who participated in the turn-of-the-
century hostilities.
WASHINGTON (AP) - A painting of American astronauts
blasting from earth and landing on the moon has tourists
straining their necks in surprise as they file through an antique
Capitol corridor. With no public fanfare, a muralist hired by a
Senate commission used the space-age theme to fill one of several
large ovals that were left blank by artist Constantine Brumidi
nearly 100 years ago for history to complete. The new painting by
muralist Allyn Cox shows the highlights of the moon mission
which was climaxed on July 20, 1969, with the first landing of men
on the moon.
KIPA Names MSU Student
To Post Over Past Weekend
RICHMOND, Ky. ( AP) -
The Kentucky Intercollegiate
Press Association has named
Western Kentucky University's
College Heights Herald as the
MONDAYIUMIltr • WEDNESDAY
- me TO a-vve--
;Pc.-"Chiciter:i-fliii Ron
Mashed Potatoes lb Gravy
or Coleslaw
I l0 Stull, Walter E. 
18849 Sullivan, Mrs. GWen 
18854 Sumner, Mrs. Charles
18875 Sweet, Shawn M
18876 Sweetwater Lake Inc
No. 1 campus newspaper
among the state's colleges with
more than 5,000 students.
The No. 2 paper, selected in
the KIPA's recent two-day con-
vention, was The Eastern Prog-
ress of Eastern Kentucky Uni-
,versity. The University of
Louisville's Cardinal came in
third.
Officers also were elected at
the convention for the 1975-76
school year.
Bruce Gardner of Jefferson
Community College was elected
president, Jayne Clark of Mur-
ray State University was cho-
sen _first vice president and
Deborah Clubb of Transylvania
University was selected second
vice president.
Betsy Leake of Western Ken-
tucky was elected secretary






18885 Swift, Roy F. 25.78
18887 Swindell, Wm. H.  . 8.16
10929 Tancrede, Sgt. Donald T  13.81
19019 Taylor Virginia L. 38.06
19028 Teitloff, Jeffrey D. . .39.46
19052 Thomas. Chester 
19109 Thompson, George W. 816
19110 Thompson, George W.  10.67
19140 Thompson, Robert Earl . 6.25 _
19150 Thompson, Winnie-John Paul Thompson 20.11
Tidwell, Homer J. Jr
T K A CZ Joseph M. 13.18
Todd, Kenneth Earl 23.89
Todd, Kenneth-Howard Todd 69.54
Tolley, Samuel T.  14.46
Tolley, Samuel T. 11.30
Toombs, Kenneth 8.16
Trask, Carl L.-Bernice Hale Trask 45.94
Tremblay, Richard-Sharon • 71.91
Tri Way Oils Inc 193.89
Trimble, Mittie F 751
Trosper, John R 
Tucker, Neal A 
Tumilowics, Mike 
Tuvrner, Ray 
Tyler, Arlon P. 
Utterback, A.W. Jr.  
Vanderford, Wilbur 
Vaughn, Harlon D.  
Waddle, Billy R.
Waddle, Raymond L 
Walker, Earl R 
Walker, James R 
Walker, John R. 
Wall, Elmo Est_ 
Walter, Joseph 
Walters, Joel W. 
Warren, Mrs. Inez M  10.03
Warren, Larry Dean  28.91
Washburn, Danny 118.34
Watson, Doris E  10.47
Watson, Jackie E 184.46
Watts, William 7  51
Wells, Billy  154.11
Wheeler, John E. 6  58
Wheeler, Oynaul J
Wheeler, Oynaul J











Whitman, Don E. 
Wilkins, Mrs. Dora 
Wilkinson, Charlie B 
Williams, Charles 
Williams, Charles B 





Wolf, Carl F Jr. 
Woods, Wayne E 
Woods, Wayne E 
Woods, Wayne E 
Woods, Wayne 
20840 Wuchitech, Joseph 
20854 Wyatt, Glen E.prmifftrg.tommexi, 
20892 Yarbrough, Donald 
20915 Yopp, John! 
20919 York, John P  
159
ADULT KOPAK SEAL.









VAPORETTE CAT AND DOG
FLEA COLLARS






Gold or White With Coupon (It
Good thru April II, 1975_16-6,
it regular Limit 2
off
off regular price
Limit 2 vbttv Coupon




•00 Witheg. 784 2 FA Coupon














Giant Size 1 Quart
Listerine
$111 Limit 2 CWith Coupon (
ru April 18, 19751-ii;.6:01
Final Net
$ 1 44
8 oz. With Coupon (.4
4
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(UNCLE WALKER, CAN .4






°FOR THE 61405T WHO WALKS
BABE!!- YOUSE HAVE A
ELECTRIFYIN' EFFECT
ON ME !f-- EV'RY TIME
I PUT- MY AFRAA AROUND
•
2. Notice



















--any debts other than my
own, as of April 10, 1975.






9a. m.-6 P. in.
Sot.
8:00 a. m. to
2:00 p.m.








Start last week in May.
Approximately three
month position. Seven
days a week. Complete






Shop. 209 Walnut Street.










classified displays and r
regular display, must be




must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
publicatior
EXPERIENCED WAIT-





Exceptional opportunity for men
or women to represent National
Automobile Association. We
train and famish :applies. Ex-
cellent income potential.







WHAT P0 ,(OU DO








parts counter man. At
least five years ex-
perience. Salary open.
Send complete resume
with full references to
Post Office Box 76,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.






envelope and 25 cents to:
Bishops, Box 23, Hamlin,
Kentucky 42046.
19. Farm Equipment 24. Miscellaneous
-ANTIQUES FOR sale.
16' TILT trailer with two Darnell Marine Sales,
axles. Call 753-7370. Highway 94, Murray.
12. Insurance




14. Want To Buy
10" TABLE Saw. Craft-
sman preferred. Call 753-
9227.
WILL BUY timber-Call




silver, or copper. Buy or
sell. Free appraisals.
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232.
15. Articles For Sale
CLEAN RUGS, like new, so





OLD ROLL top desk.
Excellent condition.
Chair included. 767-4454.
36" G.E. electric stove, $45.
Call 753-9755-
ANTIQUE LAMP, one
coffee table, two end
tables. Excellent con-
dition. 753-7802. If no
answer, 753-3293.
DUNCAN PHYFE style
dining room set. Table,
china cabinet, six chairs,
$250 or best offer. See at
802 North 20th after 5 p.m.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see








grader box, grader blade,
pulverizer. 753-7370.
Form Buildings:
For the best and most
economical building, check
these prices:
30' x 40'- $2390.00
42 x S6' - $3640.00
50' x 64' - $4390.00
Above prices' include
material only:
Call Steely 1 Clark Con
structior Company 1.502-
153-7850, Soatisside Shop-
ping Center, Murray, Ky
42071.
CASE FARM tractor, VAC-
12, PTO, three point hitch,
grader blade and bucket.
$1400. 4364414.
TREATED FENCE posts.
Also treated barn poles
and lumber. 5 x 5s and
long lengths. Poplar Bluff
Treating Co., Highway 60
West, 314-998-2555 or 314-
785-0700.
UTILITY TRAILER,
double axle, 20' long, 5'
wide, with 4' high side
boards. $550. 489-2216 or
753-8281 after 6 p.m.
1974 GARDEN TRACTOR,
front and rear blade, with
---three point hitch. Disc
and plow. 16 H.P. Sears.
436-5840.
18 Sewing Machines
SING-ER TOUCH & Sew, in
beautiful walnut con-









three speed, foot control.
Call 753-6751 after 5 p.m.
U-SELECT-IT vending
machines, established
route, local owner. Priced
to sell. 753-5300.
WE HAVE a large stock of
electric motors and they
have to go. See B. B. Dill
or call 753-1551.
GARDEN PLOTS for rent,
ready to plant. 753-6354.
LIKE NEW truck top for
long wide bed pickup. Call
753-5590.
SPECIAL: RECORDS
$3.00. Tapes $4.00. -South
Pleasant Grove Choir"




Saw & Lock Shop, Dunns
TV, Tuckers TV. Call 753-
3457.
WIZARD RIDING mower.
8 H.P. 30" cut, $275. Also
electric base guitar and
Ampeg GV22 amp. $275.
Call 753-4641 between 7
and 5
PENTA TREATED 4 x 6
timbers. 10 ft. to 24 ft.




FIREWOOD, $10 per rick,
delivered. ,753-0271.
26. TV Radio
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM, air
conditioned, one mile out
of city limits on 121 South,
$75 monthly, $50 depsoit.






central heat and air. Call
437-4632 8:00-3:30 or 527-
7215 nights and weekends.
Or
31. Want To Rent
RETIRED OUPLE needs
three be&oom modern
home in Murray. To rent
with option to buy. 753-
0057.
YOUNG COUPLE looking
for place to rent in
country, not more than 10
miles from Murray. 753-
4917.





South,. 16th Street. 753-
6609.
ZENITH AM-FM sterea__.
with turntable, two way
speakers. Call 753-9364.
35 ft. RIVER QUEEN 
houseboat, steel hull, two
motors, 5 KW generator,




























100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,




FENCE SALE. Sears 48"
and 60" chain link fence
on sale now through April
30th. Call Larry Lyles at
753-2310 for free estimate.
INSULATION BLOWN in




Larry Lyles at Sears foi






27. Mobile Home Sales




straps and canopy. Real
nice, 753-8290.
1973 12 x SO TWO bedroom,
central air and hest,
underpinned, good con-
dition. Set up in Riviera
Courts, 753-5567 after 5
p.m. or 762-2154 days.
CUSTOM BUILT, all
electric 1972 Criterion, 12
x 61. Two bedroom, storm
windows and door.
Blocks, porch, central air
unit. Will move within 50
miles. $5,800. C. B. Hayes,
Paris, Tenn. 38242. Phone
901-642-7444.
12 x 56 TWO bedroom, with
gas. Call 474-2780.
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
Homes Ihighway 94).
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO NEW 1975 all electric
homes, central heating,
water and garbage pickup
furnished. Located 11/2
mile east of Murray. Will
be available third week in
April. Call 753-8835 for
appointment.
FOR ONE or two people,
all electric. Call 753-9773.
TWO BEDROOM small
trailer, shady lot, air-
conditioned, $50 per
month. 489-2595.
TRAILER, 101 50. Couples
only. Call 753-1551.
• TWENTY TH R OU G H -
FOX MEADOWS and BRED Jersey cows, milk
.,_ coach- Raitatenkobais,-44.SPSIEr444 47- cans, ,11‘0,
home parks. exclusive.," unit milking machine.
residential area, swim- Aubrey Jackson, Route 4,
ming pool. Families only. Martin, Tennessee, 587-
753-3855 4732
TWO BEDROOM garage
apartment, six miles east
of Murray. Garden










close to town, private
entrance. Lights, water,
and telephone furnished.
Garden plot, $30 monthly.
Elderly persons




single teacher or college
student. No pets. 1610
College Farm Road. 753-
1600.
TWO BEDROOM apart-


















and gas heat. Furnishings
for four girls. 753-3143.
NICE CLEAN apartment,
$75 monthly, $25 weekly.
No pets. 753-8333 or 753-
7671.
MURRAY NIANOR - All
new, all electric, un-
furnished, one and two
bedroom apartments.
One Duiguid Road, just
off 641 North 753-8668.
34. Houses For Rent




house with den on 1/2
acres. Central heat and





36. For Rent Or lease
--FOR RENT -
Private lot on Roberts
Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30 per
month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9143 after



















































































































































































300 HEAD choice stock






Lots to suit customer.
Young, Laverne Estes,
Vienna, Illinois. 618-658-
























sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call




located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or,
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
43. Real Estate
TWO NICE adjoining lots
on Lake Shore Drive in
Pine Bluff Shores. $3500.
Cash or terms. Call 436-
2293 or write B. D. Young,
Hamlin, Kentucky 42046.
THIS HOUSE just right for
summer living-large
brick patio with wood
fence and gas grill, three
bedrooms, two baths,
brick veneer, central heat




bedroom, two bath, brick
veneer, at 1602 Oak Hill
Drive, central heat and
air, wall to wall car-
peting, many built-ins,
walk out basement,
landscaped yard. A real
buy.
412 Sycamore-three
bedroom, one bath, newly




1509 London Drive, five
bedroom, three baths,
brick, has electric heat




built home is on nice size
lot.
Telephone Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 North
12th St. 753-8080.
214 ACRE Farm, almost all
tendable land with stock
barn, property is all
fenced, now is your
chance to get a good farm
at a reasonable price. Call




third to 17 acres. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor. Bob
Rodgers, Associate.




Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you to call 753-3263
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate.
44 Lots For. Sale
LAKEFRONT LOT No. 145
located in Cambridge
Shores. Paved streets,
city water, etc. 100' water
frontage on TVA contour.
$12,500. Call 753-0057 or
395-7821.
45. Farms For Sale
TWO 2 bedroom furnished
apartments. Call 753-6209
or 753-8119 days.
46. Homes For Sale
IVY OWNER: Brick three
bedroom, two bath,
central heat and air-
conditioning. Large
family room with
fireplace. Call 753-8120 or
see at 800 North 20th St.
BY OWNER: Three
bedroom brick on ap-
proximately 120' x 150'
lot, with lovely land-
scaping, located at 1617
Kirkwood. Has large
titchen with built-ins,
also large living room-
dining area, bath, utility
room, and lots of storage.




In A Career Leading To Management
Of A Well Established Financial In-
stitution Located in Mayfield? Are you
Qualified For Consideration For Such A
Career?
ufl irre Your Quaiifiootions In Confidence
Security Federal Savings And Loan





boom ut 1103 Orcareimme
Drive. 1/2 both, beNt-im






two bath, den, heat and
air, in Sherwood Forest
Call collect, Paducah, 443-
2189 after 5 p. m.
SELL OR rent:-two
bedroom houseT-ttice
large lot, carport and
outside storage. 753-3293.
NOTICE
Starting April 17 and continuing
through May 31, all city
residents will be allowed to
dump trash free at the city lan-
dfill providing their vehicle
displays a city sticker. Com-
mercial haulers will be ex-




The City of Murray extra trash pack-up service
will commence in the area south of Main Street on
Thursday, April 17, 1975. To insure your trash being
Picked up, 114.Luat.aan.liat.saiallwaskull&
tang. April 17. 
Discarded appliances, stumps or heavy timbers
will not be picked up. Small trimmings must be bun-
dled and tied and no longer than 3 feet. Boxes or
plastic bags containing trash must be placed on
curb and mast be of weight or size that one man can
handle and load. No building material will be picked
up. Trash that is not boxed, bundled or bagged, or is
not otherwise in compliance with the above
regulations, will not be picked up.
Residents of the area mai of Main Street will be
advised when the service willbe offered there. Each
area will be served one time only,-
City of Murray
THREE BEDROOM, two
bath, living room, kit-
chen, We utility, on 8242'
x 477' lot with maple
trees. Large 20' x 26'
utility building attached
to 14' x 26' shed. See at 314
South 13th Street,
Murray.
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom, newly
redocrated inside and out,
new carpeting, on acre
lot. One car garage. Two
miles from Murray. Call
for appointment. Call 753-
4931.
RUSTIC THREE bedroom
brick on wooded five
acres. Has living room,
huge rock fireplace with
exposed beams, den, two
baths, built-in kitchen,
dining room with glass
doors opening onto large
wood deck, utility with
cabinets, double garage
with workshop, central
heat and air. Privacy at
its best. $37,000. Call 527-
1450.
BY OWNER: new three
bedroom house with
double garage, two baths,
living-dining com-
bination, large den with
fireplace. Call 753-3903.
BY OWNER: Brick Pi











REVIVAL SERVICES - APRIL 14-20
1:00 p. m. each evening
Services held at Murray Church of the Nazarine
flaistview and Doran Rood -
Special Singing Each Service
Rev. Henderson Goins Jr. Evangelist
Former pastor of the Locust Grove Church of the Nazarine at Kirksey, Ky.





"WE L NEED SOMETHING MORE SUB -
STANTIAL "NAN 11EAS1JRY SECRETARY
SIMON4 STATEMENT 11-AT 'THE RECE9504
'E)..)13 1-1-04 ','EAR.%
46 Homes For Sale
For Sale
By Owner'
New house, 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, located in city,
includes den, utility
room, full garage, car-
peted, central heat &
air, all built-ins. Listing
just ran out. Owner has




home, one acre, on 121
West of Stella. For sale or
trade. 489-2246.
NICE TWO-bereenilrare
at 1416 Vine, ideal for




central heat and air, eight
acres land, three miles
east of Dexter, Hwy 1346.
Call 753-6018.
EXTRA NICE two
bedroom home, all newly
redecorated, new vinyl
siding, located corrier 641
North and Coles 'cam-
pground Road. Priced at
only $17,500. Moffitt
Realty Co., 206 South 12th
St. 753-3597.










1973 SUZUKI TS 185, street
and trail, excellent
condition. 3,000 miles
$475. Call Tom at 753-9958.
1974 YAMAHA 250 MX, like
new. Call 437-4786 after 5
p.m.
1973 HONDA CB 450, used
only one year. 2600 miles.
Excellent condition.
$1050. 753-9677.
CT 70. Call 753-3730.
19 73 HONDA 750. 3800
miles. Like new. $1400.
753-9819 after 4 p.m.
1968, 250 cc street bike, sold
by Sears, made by Pueii.
Good condition. 4,000
miles. $250. Call 753-7229
after 5:30 p.m.
MOTORCYCLE YAMAHA
size 60 good condition.
Phone 753-2858.






Inc - across street at
South 4th. 753-0000.
9. Used Cars & Trucks





XR-7, $800. Phone 753-
7430.
1968 VOLKSWAGEN, good






Sport Coupe, all power
,anditir 350 two barrell.• •
-Extra nice. 7534404.
1973 SUPER CHEYANNE
20, 3/4 ton truck. Four
door, power steering,





39,000 miles, $2500.00 Call
436-2584.
1973 GMC 'Sprint El
Camino, full power and
air, 350 engine, AM & FM
radio, with wood grain.
Real sharp. $2700 Call
753-8397.
1974 POlitt PICk-up truck
custom, automatic, power
steering and brakes, V-8,
Low mileage. Bought
new, new tires, spare
_never been on ground.-
Phone 753-6050 after 5:00
Pln•
1973 Foal) PINTO two-
door sedan Radio, four-
speed, white sidewalla.
Good tires, clean car.
Excellent gas mileage
Call 753-6740 or 753-
8917.
1968 DODGE CREW Cab
pickup, V-1 automatic,
power brakes and





1965 VALIENT, A-1 shape,
mag wheels, air shocks
753-3732.
1971 FORD one ton dump
truck $2700. 753-7370
TRUCK BEDS. Grain
trucks 460 IH tractor,
1975 GMC with roll back
bed and winch. 1973 GMC
pickup. 1960 Chevrolet
pickup. 1974 Grand Prix
SS. May see at Ashland
Station in Coldwater.




Fold down. unique, Good
used trailers, Va mile east





Four-way Stop, Hardin, Henthcky. Truck load sale
of seed potatoes, going on Cobblers $5 %Per 100 lbs.
Red or Kennybacks $7.95. Alto other bargains,
such as country fresh eggs - large 59t dozen. Eating'
-ielatees.,19emfor 2tr lbe.-.-Aravi-eteetielARISAIMaes. &-
lbs. for $1.00.
These and more bargains At
GORDON'S
in Hardin, Ky. Four Way Stop
50. Campers
CAMPER FOR loog wheel
base truck: good con-
dition, price$150. Call 753-
4549 after 5 p.m.
51. Services Offered
WILL MOW yards. Call





Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p.
ROY HARMON'S Car-






Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.





ROOFER will do build-up
roofing and water
proofing. Free estimate.




.Cl 753-0120 Yr 710-1O4
CLAYTON'S PAINTING












Phone 753-7370 after 8 p.
HENMAN'A RENTALS -
home, garden, plumbing,
auto, and special tools.
Opening May 1. 802 North
18th Street, 753-5703.
BREAK AND DISC gar-
dens. Call Amos Hill, 753-
5737.
THE OWE Shoppe, 1301
Main. April Special - 20
per cent off any piece to
be stripped. 753-8240.
GRASS? Yes, I'm mowing.
Call 753-8161 after 5 p. m.
PASCHALL PLUMBING &
ELECTRIC. Well pump
repair service. Call 753-
5674.
NEW OR OLD, remodel
and repair. Brick, block,











Will Ed Bailey, 492-8897 or
Bobby Lawrence 492-8879.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or















efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER and wall paper




$3.50, or ( $5.00 per hour).
Call 436-5621.
MODERN DRAIN cleaning
service - clogged up sinks,
toilets, bath tubs, sewers.
Electric sewer machines.
Repairing of water lines
and faucets. Call 436-2490,
D.C.'s ROOFING - new










gutters with baked on
wilt or colored enamel.
Call Larry Lyles at 753-
2310 for free estimate.
ELECTROLUX SALES &
Service Write C. M.
Sanders, Box 213 Murray
or call 1-382-2468, Far-
mington.
MOW LAWNS and do light
hauling. Call 489-2460.
NEED A NEW roof'
Quality work at an honest







No Job Too Large or Too Small
 _ FREE Estimates
Dial 753:0839 or 753-5 28 7
Carlos Black Jr.
Painting-Contractor
406 Sunbury Circle - Murray
Dial-A-Service
00 •Am..,i This alphabetized page wiffrerrrwerkfr -- effiritlrom
0 411 .he paper and save for handy reference) Will
ILA 
•
• •II ‘IF New or Old Remodel or Repair














Carpets Cleaned Dry Wall Gordon Electric
Refrigeration
.
753-0359 C°nstructiGnandfirushing Osh a Modifications,
753-8181 _
Shag Specialists
















Rig Sand), . Tenn Earl Gordon. Owner
,



















References-Free Estimate Residences. , coin- 1
mercial. Canvasing, Bill
Jerry McCoy, Owner
& Operator F'ree Estimates .,
Tremon Farris
Farmington, Rte. 1













While You Wait Re •airs Dunn Furniture 753-4892
duplicating
'MEW/
T.V. & Speedy Service
















If it has on engine we
specialize in its repair_ ,




and all marr brandA
- - . Piiiil 011ite ' - '
Equip & Supplies
- , intat 34 _ . ,
753-3303 .
753-6177
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Dr. Gene Davenport of
Lambuth College, Jackson,
Tenn., will conduct the Bible
Conference to be held at the
First United Methodist Church
on April 15, 16 and 17 at 7:30 p.
m. each evening.
Dr. Gene Davenport
The topic of the conference
will be "How We Got Our
Bible."
Dr. Davenport received the B.
D. and PhD. degrees from
Vanderbilt University and is
chairman of the Department of
Religion and Philosophy at
Larnbuth where he has taught
since 1963. He is a member of
the Memphis Annual Con-
ference and has served in the
North Alabama, Tennessee and
Memphis Conferences. He is the
author of curriculum material
for several levels in the United
Methodist Church.
The public is invited to attend,
a church spokesman said.
Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. McCuiston Is
Dead At Age 64;
Rites Incomplete
Mrs. Thomas 1Willie Mae
McCuiston of Murray Route Six
died suddenly from an apparent
heart attack at her home on
Sunday morning. She was 64
years of age.
The Calloway County woman
was a member of the Poplar
Springs Baptist Church. Born
September 1, 1910, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Felix Roberts and Lillie
Smith Roberts McDaniel.
Mrs. McCuiston is survived
by her husband, Thomas, to
whom she was married June 3,
1933; three daughters. Mrs. 0.
B. (Margie) Farley, Murray,
Mrs. Jack (Mary Sue) Thomp-
son, Benton, and Mrs. Jimmy
(Loretta )Earles, Detroit,
Mich.; two brothers, Eukley
Roberts, Benton, and Prentice




incomplete but friends may call
at the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home after- three_p. -131. today
(Monday). •
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service April
14, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
: Act, 1063 Est. 600 Barrows &
Gilts Steady .25 lower Sows steady
US 1-2200-230 lbs 140.03.10.54
US 1-3 190-240 lbs 930.75-40.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs 1967.00-39.75
US 3-4260-290 Its 138.50-39.00
Sows
US 1-2 V0-350 lbs $33.00-34,00
US 1-3300-450 lbs 133.50-34.50
US 1-3 450-650 Its. 835.50-3650





Funeral services were held
Sunday at two p. m. at the
Roberts Funeral Chapel,
Mayfield, for William Wallace
Trousdale, 84, Hickory Rt. 2,
who died at 11:05 a. m. Friday
at Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
Officiating the services was
Rev. Jimmy Madding. Burial




Grady Archie, John Ferguson,
Bobby Carrico and Glen Beck-
man.
Mr. Trousdale was a retired
farmer.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Imogene Wiggins
Trousdale; two sons, Troy
Trousdale, Murray Rt. 1 and
Meritt Trousdale, Hickory Rt.
2; one daughter, Mrs. Elsie
Stephens, South Fulton, Tenn.; -
three stepsons, Roy Riley,
Mayfield Rt. 6, G. L. Riley,
Muscatine, Iowa, and Robert
Riley, Long Poe Calif.;
Two step-daughters, Mrs.
Elisabeth O'Neal, Lakehurst,
N. J., Mrs. Barbara Wyman,
Melber Rt. 1; one brother, Leon
Trousdale, Mayfield Rt. •1; a
sister, Mrs. Myrtle Grisson,
Mayfield Rt. 4; 23 grand-
children and 23 great-
grandchildren.
POPLAR SPRINGS
The Poplar Springs- Baptist
Church WMU will meet at
Westview Nursing Home at
10:30 a. m. and at Fern Terrace
Lodge at 1:30 p. m. on
Wednesday, April 16.
Waynot be picking  
while others are hoping?
'Early Girl




40 produces fruit all season
• 45 days from planting to picking




fruit to 1/3 pound
61) uniform fruit size
ta large leaves for sun-scald
protection
f ce re; st
GARDEN CENTER





Rates go down after 5 PM weekdays,
when you dial the 1+ way. So you can
call more often andialk longer.
Low 1 + roles do not apply to 0+ dioSecl long clostonce calls 1+ rates. do
oppkolg3IdlicsrLpolikkOQU.C1101 111AJtHALIZ,.V120....9,91ts with on
operator where long distance did1110 tosaionieS 4e not CrvOltove
1+ roles do not apply to operator -assisted calls such as person-to-per
9011. coin, hotel-rnolel guest, credit cord. collect calls and on calls
,;harged to another n Iumber, ncluding special billing numbers
Mrs. Gaither Hall Moser of
1313 Sycamore Street, Murray,
died Sunday at 7:30 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was 71 years of age and a
member of the Oak Grove
Baptist Church in the Calloway
and Henry County line area.
Mrs. Moser was born February
25, 1904, in Calloway County and
was the daughter of the late
Robert D. Hall and Laura
Windsor Hall.
Mrs. Moser is survived by one
son, R. L. Myers, San Diego,
Calif.; seven brothers, Lenon
Hall, 517 South 13th Street,
Murray, 011ie Hall, Benton
Route Three, Floyd of Bard-
stown, Baymon of St. Louis,
Mo., Clayton of Pensacola, Fla.,
Dewey of Cincinnati, Ohio, and
Brent of Chicago, Ill.; five
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Harold
Smotherman and Rev. Lawson
Williamson officiating. Burial
will be in the Lassiter





Mrs. Raymond F. (Helen
Oglesby) Starks of Almo Route
One died Sunday at 12:40 p.m







GulfF o r 
Gen 











ST%tianePgstPanere n Union 131141/2 +)1/24
Zenith 
19 +1
Pr ices of stock of local interest at noon,
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Tunes by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:





6321%1/ +47:16Union Carbide 
, +%Gt:ncoRrgcloarraacie. Gr ce lc 
 381






DtineiurschjPfunizewr 31/2 -3/4yatters 
35% +1/41
Franklin Mint
today furnished to the Ledger & Times by
I M Simon Co. are aa follows,












Graham Bell; Cheryl Trem-
2142 +% blay, Shirley Temple; Penny
Tremblay, Micky Mouse; Brad
Bryan, a '49er miner; Renee
Sledd, Neal Armstrong; Larry
Satterwhite and Ronnie Wilson,
The Wright Brothers; Jimmy
Scruggs, Daniel Boone; Dawn
Sledd, Susan B. Anthony who
worked on women's rights to
vote; Richard Tremblay, Henry
Ford; Stephanie Wyatt, Betsy
Ross; Donnie Hargrove,
Thomas Jefferson; Terry Sledd,
Will Rogers; and Timmy
Barrett, Elvis Presley.
Marie Armstrong ac-
companied the Act and wrote
the song used '"The First 200
Years."
Mrs. Mayme Bryan served as
Variety Show Leader- •-and
assisted with writing, directing,
etc., for the Act. Renee Sledd
Stella Stars 4-H Club Act Wins Organ Concert To






Mrs. Ruby Ganger of 101 -
Farmer Avenue, Murray, died
suddenly from an apparent
heart attack on Sunday at 11:20
a.m. at the home of her mother,
Mrs. Gussie McClain, Hardin.
She was 53 years of age and
was the wife of Lloyd Ganger
who died in 1971. Born October
21, 1921, in Chicago, flI., she was
the daughter of Mrs. Gussie
McNeely McClain and the late
Wallace McClain.
Survivors are her mother,
Mrs. McClain, Hardin; one
daughter, Miss Cindy Ganger,
and one son, David C. Ganger,
Murray; one grandson. _Jpshua
3'WU   Ganger, Deerfield, Fla.; one
Saturday. brother, John McClain,
The deceased was 62 years of Chicago,
age and was a member of the Funeral services will be held
Hickory Grove Church of Tuesday at one p.m. at the
Christ. Born October 13, 1912, in chapel of the Filbeck and Cann
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the Late Henry Bro. Ronald Schoo officiating.
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Oglesby, Sr., and Samantha Burial will be in the Brooks
Bogard Oglesby. She Ernd Mr Chapel Cemetery in Calloway
Starks, who survives, were county.
married May 28, 1927. Visitation will be at the
Survivors are her hustioid, funeral home from five to eight
Raymond F. Starks, ALio p.m. tonight (Monday).
Route One; two daughters, Yrs.
Russell ( Burlene ) Lowery, :101
Coldwater Road, Murray, and
Mrs. Pat (Gail) Paschall, .Almo
Route One; three sons, Ray,
Gene, and Jerry Starks, all of
Almo Route One.
Also surviving are three
sisters, Mrs. Mary Dickman,
Clarksville, Tenn., Mrs. Artie
Futrell, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Frances Kemp, Detroit, Mich.;
half sister, Mrs. Nell Cook,
Murray; half brother, Henry
Oglesby, Jr., Almo, ten grand-
children; one great grandchild.
Starks was preceded in
death by one son, Charles
Starks, on August 9, 1972.
Funeral vevices will-be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. Ronnie
Newberry and Bro. Harold
Irvan officiating. Burial will be
in the Murray Memorial
Gardens.





EDDYVILLE, Ky. IAPI —
The search for a 28-year-old
convict who allegedly kidnaped
a guard and another inmate
from the Kentucky State
Penitentiary continued today,
with officers concentrati.,g on
the Nashville, Term., area, ac-
cording to authorities.
William L. Herron of Mis-
souri escaped last Friday while
being transported from the
state prison to a clinic in Madi-
sonville, Prison Supt Henry
Cowan said Sunday.
MON DAY•TUERRY WEDNESDAY
II AM TO 2 pwi
2 pc. Chicksin•Hot Ii
Funeral Is Today
For George Starks
The funeral for George 0.
Starks of Hazel is being held
today at two p. m. at the chapel
of the Miller Funeral Home with
Bro. John H. Starks officiating.
Jimmy Stewart, Steve, Hal,
Codie, Kenneth, and Tommy
Starks are serving as
pallbearers. Burial will be in
the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Starks, age 80, died
suddenly Friday afternoon at
the home of a grandson, Hal
Starks. Born March 16,i895, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Hal Starks and
Minnie Manning Starks.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ola Starks, to whom he was
married December 7, 1917 one
daughter, Mrs. Pearl Turpin,
Murray Route Six; three sons,
Wesley Starks, Gleason, Tn.,
Jack Starks, Hazel, and Brent
Starks, Detroit, Mich.; three
brothers, Huntis Starks,
Florida, J. M. Starks, Michigan,
and Bob Starks, Hazel; eight
grandchildren; one great
grandchild
The Stella Stars 4-H Club Act
has won first in the Purchase
Area Variety Show.
A "Bicentennial Birthday
Party" was the title of the Act
performed by members of the
Stella 4-H Club. The Club won
over Club Acts from Ballard,
Carlisle, McCracken and
Marshall Counties.
The Act was original with
members representing
historical characters out of the
past. Jimmy Hale portrayed
Uncle Sam and Lisa Hale as
Peppi, the Bicentennial T. V.
character.
A rundown of members and
characters they portrayed were
John Gannon, Abe Lincoln;
Kevin Kernell, Alexander
served as Jr. Leader and Mrs.
Larue Sledd also worked with
the Act. The Club will par-
ticipate in the State Show
during the State Fair in August.
"Mr. Postman" was the title
of the Penny Pinchers 4-H Club
Specialty Act which won second
place.
Kathy Black, Tammi Crouse,
Laura Fones and Glenn Gibbs
performed and were ac-
companied on the piano by
Angela Manning. The girls sang
while Glenn acted as the
Postman for the Act.
The Show was held at the
Jonathan Creek Elementary




before the frost is v.-inch
thick.
The frost itself acts as an
insulator and cuts the cooling
power of the coils.
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
present Prof. John C. Winter in
an organ concert -on Tuesday,
April 15 at 7:30 p. m. at the
Farrell Recital Hall in the Fine
Arts Building on the Murray
State University Campus.
This is an open meeting and
the public is invited to attend,





Chapter of the National
Organization for Women iN. 0.
W. ) will sponsor a spaghetti
dinner in celebration of In-
ternational Women's Year on
Wednesday, April 16, at the
United Campus Ministry.
Serving time will be from 6:30
until 7:30. The price will be $1.25
for adults and 25 cents for
children under 12.
A N. 0. W. speaker will be
featured after the meal.
Julian Carroll For Governor Meeting
At Carroll For Governor
Headquarters, North Fifth Street
Tuesday Night, April 15, 7:00 p.m.





SALES AND SERVICE ON ALL BRANDS Of FARM EQUIPMENT
* NEW 4 & 6 ROW JOHN DEERE PLANTERS NOW IN STOCK
*USED 6 ROW ALLIS-CHALMERS NO- TILL
































OPEN AT 7:30 MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
PHONE 147-6020 PHONE 153-7451 AFTER 5 PM
JUNCTION 121 & SEDALIA ROAD MAYFIELD, KY.
In Spite of "Tight Money"..
"Are you telling us
a homeowner can
still get a large loan?"
Right.
Even with today's money crunh, we can loan
you a lot of cash.. . now. For any purpose you
have in mind. Because you're a homeowner.
Let's face it, when it comes to loaning really big
money these days, we have good news for people
like you. So call or stop by. You'll find that
though others are tightening down, we're still
4giving., tot bt cre iret*ekffritgobverefla.-` 11Z6' 41'4 '•;*4"":6
Try us for size!
Mashed Potatoes 8, Gra.y,
qolabl*sw,.._ A and linencinqvio S4,801hisk













$2,500 46 $73 1 7 $3,512.18 17.00%
$3.000 48 887 6.3 94.20624. 97 69%
$3,500 so $90 41 96.424 60 1810%
.$4,000 SO $103.73 36,193,80  , I; 78%
R1rF.7:-
See the Good News loan people at: In 111-Air Cl.,., Money
"" Wild.., lair. ?bow 163-6573
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